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“The first science-fiction wTiters were cavemen who were trying to figure out the first
sciences—which were what? How to capture fire. What to do about that lout ofa mammoth
hanging around outside the cave. How to play dentist to the sabre-tooth tiger and turn him into
a house-cat.
Pondering those problems and possible sciences, the first cavemen and women drew
science-fiction dreams on the cave walls.”
— Ray Bradbury,“Dust in the Robot Museums: The Rebirth ofImagination”
“We live among wonders. Superhuman cyborgs, we plug into cell phones connecting us
to one another and to a constantly updated planetary database, an exo-memory that allows us
to fit our complete cultural archive into a jacket pocket. We have camera eyes chat speed up,
slow down,and even reverse the flow oftime, allowing us to see what no one prior to the
twentieth century had ever seen — the thermodynamic miracle ofbroken shards and a puddle
gathering themselves up fi*om the floor to assemble a half-full wineglass.”
— Grant Morrison,Supergods
“There’s so much magic we have known,
On this sci-fi we call home.”
— mondegreen of“Chicago” by Tom W-^aits
“He hadn’t realized that you had to have charters and by-laws and officers and meetings
to go from idea to reality. You do, though. At least, you do if you are a primate. Maybe if people
were descended from intelligent lizards, then maybe not. Then there might be another way to
go from idea to reality. But people, as it says in Genesis, are really just monkeys with expanded
memory,and chat is the only way they know. u\rtists are the only people who don’t do it that
way. They go straight from idea to reality without committees or parliamentary procedure or
constitutions. Which is why their realities are not generally approved of They are one-man
realities. Or one-woman realities. And which is why other people are afraid of artists. They
think they are descended from intelligent lizards.”
Jack Buxlct,jujitsufor Christ
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.ABSTRACT
Ben Zuerlein Snakes and Their Holograms: science-fictions, past and present
(Under the direction ofTom Franklin)
To join the individual among the infinite. In as much as a reader experiences fiction
personally and solitarily. In as much as fiction is novelty and imagination is boundless.
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PREFACE

You ever wonder why the word “conspiracy” curls in your ears? Why a theorist
need only to say that single word and, already, we’ve dismissed them? I find it strange that
I myself am loathe to hear out theories involving magic bullets, Sonny Liston’s tiger-balm
smeared boxing gloves, Nazi occultism, or shape-shifting baby-eating lizard people. I’m
first in line to believe poultry experts use some sort ofsubconscious magic to determine
chicken’s sex before the chicks physically manifest traits, but tell me that a shady council
is actively obscuring their method ofsexing—tell me that someone is conspiringx.o keep
their skill secret—and I’ve already dismissed you.
Humans,it seems, don’t believe humans can keep secrets. But of course we can,
especially when there’s something to lose. What prevents me from functionally becoming
you on the internet? A secret; one called a password. We don’t believe in keeping exciting
secrets, however; we believe an exciting secret is really just an unhatched scandal. And,
boy, do we love scandals! Can’t stand to let a one ofthem go to waste. Blow one ofthose
open and we all benefit.“Did you hear what Jones was found with?”“Do you know what
u

Smith was up to?

Can you believe what Mr. and Mrs. Brown were planning on?”

Conspiracy’s not like that. Its nature confines it to the realm of untruth.
Conspiracy’s unproven, unfalsifiable, and if it’s known to any, it’s known to only a few.
That sort of epistemic elitism infuriates us. Most would rather risk blind conformity than
admit that the man in the tin-foil hat might have a point.
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And that’s the real rub. It’s offensive to think the world is somehow else than it
seems. Offensive even to consider that we’ve been duped. That,1 think, is why I’ve dealt
with cr)'ptids, sci-fi tropes, underground cultures, black markets, and, yes, conspiracy, real
or imagined,in this collection. I would love to learn that I’ve been duped,that I’ve been
living a trompe loeil, and that now I can laugh and experience the else that I’ve always
guessed underwrote everything.
That’s a quality of mine called “a unique perspective” ifthe workshop is being
polite, or “weirdness” if they’re not. Many,if not all my characters hold some strange
belief, something that gives them a “unique perspective.” Many change their beliefs, a few
die for them. But if there’s a general Zuerleinian structure it can be summed up thusly: a
character overcomes their adversity by adopting a broadminded perspective. These stories
ask,“What if character X held belief Y and had to be tested even through Z?” For that, I
call these stories—all set in the modern day or before—science-f
ictions. To use Bradbury’s
analogy reproduced in the epigram, these fictions ask “How to capture fire?”
You may notice half these stories are written in the present tense. In actuality, all
these stories were written in the present tense for their first drafts. I’m asking in real time,
“What if they held this belief?” And until the story courses out,I don’t know. The process
begins to endear me to conspiracies after I’ve so often uncovered the existence of hidden
plots once I decide to throw my hat over the wall and trust that there’s something secret.
That, at least, is my rationalization of my obsession. It’s the process behind the
“Holograms” flavor of“Snakes and Their Holograms.” But why snakes? In part because
they kept insisting on existing in my writing. A big one slithers in just before the final
conflict in “Big Father”—Duck comments on being unable to forget it, informing us a
ghost lingers every place a snake is seen by a man (the word “hologram” was not used in
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print until 1948). Shoeless, bloodraged, he’s in a post-edenic state, only freshly
disconnected with nature, consequence of a snake’s advice.
The snakes in “Snakehandling” are much more intentional. The detail that
launched a thousand words for the story of Ollie McElmire was that he used to sell snakes
to the snakehandling churches before he found out that meth cooks would pay him more
to infuse their product with serpent blood. A friend told me an acquaintance of his did
just that as a child. I believe that’s true even if it’s not. It’s too good of a detail to dismiss.
That’s what I mean about strangeness: is it any weirder that certain Presbyterians
rattle snakes about in their worship, or that meth addicts pay more for product laced with
snake blood, than that the moon landings were faked? In my mind. I’ve married much of
the bizarre and the mundane; more truthfully, calling these stories “science-fictions” is an
exercise in self-parody. It’s why I didn’t call this collection “Snake Holograms,” I wanted
both ends,familiar and fantastic, object and representation, forest grit and spaceship
sheen, nature and technology,snakes and their holograms.
The result ofthese juxtapositions, I hope, is like a dog playing cards: funny. Both
fiinny-strange and ‘funny-haha,” as my great-grandfather reportedly would say. I’ve
been told^ that laughter is the physiological response to our brains momentarily shutting
off. Meaning, you can zap a refreshing electrical blast of psychophysical zen across
somebody’s brain and in the first second they’ll be catatonic, and in the next they’ll be
laughing. Primafacie, I want to accept this. What makes us laugh? The unexpected, the
ridiculously complex, the unimaginably painful—the limits of the mind. Ifthe mind’s a
muscle, as it’s often been likened, then dry, intellectual exercises

are yoga. Arguably the

^ (By the same friend who gave me the snakehandling detail, actually. Either he’s full of
wonder, or the world’s as boring as all the sad-eyed people seem to be, waiting at bus
stops, buying scratch cards, and everyw^here. I, personally, won’t ever let the truth get in
the way of a good fact—although,the philosophy major in me is screaming defiance.)
Vlll

most beneficial, arguably risky, stretches that push ourw^ard on the edges of our abilities
but do not break them. Laughter,though, the consumption and especially the creation, is
weightlifting. It breaks the muscles so the body builds them back stronger.
So,I do hope you laugh. Especially because I laughed frequently in the
composition. In “Big Father,” that Duck calls Applewhite “a shit and a bootlick and a
draft-dodger and a Texan” cracks me up. Yes, yes, bad form to laugh at one’s O’wm joke, but
I’m just as surprised by the writing as the reader. If I’m not, I throw’it out. As a child,
retreated inward from low athletic ability, low’ opposite-sex desirability,low
conformability, I remember reading Jung before I fell asleep. Philemon, a winged sage
within Jung’s fantasies, tells the psychologist that his ideas are not his own:
He said I treated thoughts as if I generated them myself, but in his view’thoughts
w’ere like animals in the forest, or people in a room, or birds in the air, and added,
“If you should see people in a room, you would not think that you had made those
people, or that you were responsible for them.”
That’s my rationalization for so barefacedly laughing at my “own’ jokes, I don t believe
they’re mine. They reside in the conspiratorial brain, and I’m wearing the tin-foil hat,
believing more evidence will come. That’s the essence of my Process, that near mystical, oft
gabbed of, w’riterly path, that we’ll talk over some more.
Process,instructions to m^sELF to repeat what I’ve done:
You chase dowm ideas or let them come to you, cultivate mind-spaces for
profundity, alw’ays carry magic wand (pen)to transmute abstract into physical, prefer
being caught pants-dowm than without it. Think in diners. Diners, or cafes, let s say—this
being Oxford Presently, not roadside America 1955—are safe places for thinking. In
Catching the Big Fish, David Lynch notes,“There's a safety in thinking in a diner. You can
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have your coffee or your milkshake, and you can go offinto strange dark areas, and always
come back to the safety ofthe diner”
Write with and about heart and soul, but do not use those words. Imagine the
human creature as a wineskin mixing blood and bile and pouring out ideas. Imagine the
human as an ape with a smart snake wrapped around its spine speaking mysteries into
ape’s brain. Imagine the human as the sea that walked out ofthe sea and sometimes
swims. Imagine the human as a cyborg with an outboard brain/interlocutory device
(cellphone). Imagine the human as the canvas that all the villains and all the lovers you’ve
known have been inscribed upon.
Hate, but don’t grudge; Love, but don’t gloss-over. For every person you destroy in
caricature, as with a Voodoo spell, raise them from the dead heroic and cast yourselfthe
villain. Draw squiggly lines when you’re stuck. I’m serious, this helps.
Have thoughts so big they frighten you. Have conceptions so large the world all
seems to be the interplay ofjust two things,light and dark, maybe, or perhaps aggression
and passivity. Have details so small only you could know them. Then share these things,
and in ever)T:hing, go forward fearless. Fear of peers,labels, academia, badness, exposure,
intimacy, goofiness: these will stymie you. Accept that what you’ll write badly, write
anyway. You’re a process, don’t hold yourselfto the standards of being fully-formed. Those
standards are the surest way to prevent you from advancing.
Write when each sentence is a hang-over-head-ache pain to place on the page.
Write when the joy of it beats in your chest and you approach glossolalia in your blitz to
get it all out in ink. Write now, right now.
Find art to experience, not just art to look at. Go to a James Turrell installation.
Find compelling architecture or blighted houses and explore.

Eavesdrop. Create backgrounds for strangers and context for the snatches of
conversation you hear. When you meet someone,ask so many questions that you never
speak about yourself. People will spill eventually, if you’re interested. If you’re not
interested in others, then ignore my advice about writing right now; don’t'WTite at all.
Think of all the things that can happen in a year. Think of all the years everyone you meet
in a bar has experienced.
Convictions will harm you. Adopt and shed beliefs like clothing. Hold conflicting
ideas, you have both pro- and antagonists. Readers,for the most part, can smell dogma in
a work. It is not your job to confirm, but to challenge. Say things that you’re
uncomfortable with. Don’t fear the wrongful utterances. If it makes you feel better, have a
character say them.
Follow these principles and you’ll create “Snakes and Their Holograms.” Can’t
promise they’ll produce an)T:hing else, but for the most part I’ll trust them into the next
venture.
We haven’t yet explored inspiration, I can’t say that 1 have systematized this part of
the process. Both Bradbury and Faulkner offer the advice to read everything, trash and
classic; and that’s about as good advice as I can imagine.
Who was I reading as I wrote this composition? Not Pynchon, surprisingly,
though workshops have definitely accused me of aping him. In fact, although I’ve both
The Crying ofLot 49 2in<i Against the Day on my shelf, I’ve put off reading both,fearing
mimicry. The closest influence along Pynchon’s lines was Robert Anton Wilson and
Robert Shea’s llluminatus! Trilogy^ whose humor,intellect, counter-culture, outlandish
claims about the nature of reality, and obsession with conspiracy. I’ll freely admit to
stealing. In Wilson and Shea’s direct line, 1 read the entire thousand plus page collection
of Grant Morrison’s comic book series, The btz'isihles. That Scottish wizard gets my blood
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going again when I’ve accepted as boring that we’re hurdling through space on a sapphire,
the furthest end of an explosion that converted nothing into everything, and that we’re
conscious.
Ofcourse. I’d be a fool to live in Oxford reading only Scottish comic magicians
and Californian anarchists. I read and loved the local flavors, especially Barry Hannah,
Larry Brown,and eventually Tom Franklin. I say eventually, because I was afraid my ego
would get in the way of allowing myself to learn from his tutelage if I found the slightest
flaw in his work. Now that I’ve read Crooked Letter, Crooked Letter and Poachers, 1 know that
there was never a risk of him being anything less than stellar.
Reading the Captain’s infectious, though, and specious to imitate. That said. I’m
afraid I’ve done just that, especially in “Dog Shot.” It’s a mortal sin, I know, and 111
continue in my penance: writing on,searching for my own voice. As advice, maybe read
somebody else between stints with Hannah’s work,especially before writing.
I’d suggest Thomas Berger, he’s protean in style, yet consistently great; you can t
imitate him. Unless you consider laser-guided diction and master-architect sentence
structure a particularly Bergerian trait. Both Neighbors and Little Big Man insisted
placement among my favorite reads, having enjoyed both ofthem over the period I wrote
this collection. “Enjoyed” really is the word for Berger;Jonathan Lethem asks. Is there
any stronger evidence ofthe anhedonia of our reading culture than that Thomas Berger’s
novels don’t flood airport bookstalls?” Consequently,“anhedonic” means “nonBergerian”
in my mind.
How could we have written this much without mention of George Saunders?
“CivilWarLand in Bad Decline” cracked open my mind with an icepick. The laughable but
believable escalation in the story, the beauty and horror, the nonchalance with which the
paranormal is introduced, they gave me a sort of permission that I’ve been abusing since.
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Now,when I believe a story calls for vat-grown ninjas, I include them with confidence.
(Don’t look for them in this collection, though. Maybe the next.)
There’s a second set of reading that we’ve so far left out of this pool, one I’d guess is
more characteristic of me than a good handful of other writers: philosophy. In fact, before
settling on the current title, I had considered naming this collection,“Reference to
Heraclitus.” Somehow,I was turned on to the fragments ofthe cryptic, pre-Socratic
monist, who claimed that no man could ever step into the same river rwdce because
neither the river nor the man was the same. His influence can be seen in nearly all these
stories. His assertion that the sun is new each day, that all things are different
manifestations of fire, that change is the only constant, that salwater is poison to humans
and nourishment to fish: these inform most ofthe narrators’ perspectives.
When it comes to specific character’s beliefs, though,they are informed by a wider
range of philosophers. Kat and Hope’s conversation at the office New Year s party in
“Snakehandling” is based around David Hume’s denial ofthe Principle of Uniformity. In
the same story,Jude’s purported beliefs are a pastiche of G.I. GurdjiefFs treatment of the
enneagram and Tantric practices. Ollie’s interpretation ofthese beliefs, however, is more
similar to Pythagorean mysticism and Leibniz’s Predicate in Notion Principle.
In “The Meat Meditations,” Randal’s journal recording,“Things are going badly.
Nothing goes badly for a stone. Meat is the medium in which things go badly is inspired
by Thomas Nagel’s book Mind and Cosmos. In which, he suggests that evolution leads to
creatures for whom objectivity is possible, noting that even a bacterium has a larger
capacity for good and bad things to occur to it than a stone does.
These authors,literary and philosophical, populate the information pool from
which I pull my stories, but the specific impetuses for each story

sparks” as I call them

—come from more personal moments. For instance, there really was a snake; a big black
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one,sunning itself on my walking path from my house to Bottletree. Since I take that
route nearly every day, I realized I’d be piqued by anxiety every time I passed that spot. It
was almost as if there were a ghost there. No,something more specific than that. There
was information stored in the incorporeal place where I had seen a snake—ancient
information: here,you veseen our oldest enemy—there,was a hologram.
That didn’t inspire “Big Father,” however. That detail came out in the frenzy Duck
works himself up to in the end. Duck’s whole story came out in a frenzy, actually. I was
working on a piece excluded from this collection about an Olympic swimmer, when I hit a
wall. I had just finished reading Scott Phillip’s Jhe Adjustment, surprised with how
delightful reading a morally bankrupt character was. I wagered it was even more fun
writing one. There’s often only one way to do good, but there are myriad ways in which to
act badly.
Suddenly,the image was there: a camp-follower reading a soldier’s wife’s letters to
him aloud. What was his name? Something good and pulpy. Duck! Why Duck? Then
the words came: because he was the only one smart enough to do so when Jerry leveled his
MG 42 at his unit. Within an hour the story was finished.
Ofthose in this collection, only “Dog Shot was written in a similar manner. The
shortest story in this collection,“Dog Shot,” actually required a month’s worth of details
to spark, even though it was written in one late-night burst. I had been listening to a
comedy podcast. The Duncan Trussed Family Hour, one episode of which opened with a
song satirizing Chick-fil-A. Somewhat inexplicably, the chorus ofthe song was simply,
“I’m lost in a corn maze/Lost in a corn maze.” There was something so pathetically
desperate about that fate that resonated with me;“I am lost in a corn maze was soon to
become the second sentence of“Dog Shot.”
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When later that month, a friend of mine told me the story about an employee
misunderstanding his employer’s intentions and euthanizing the dog he was sitting, I
knew I had my story. The rest ofit reads like excerpts from my details notebook: in
America we’re known by hands and not rings, on Mars there are no taboos, couldn’t crop
circles be prayers heavenward and not messages heaven-sent?
9> CC

The remaining three stories in this collection,“Snakehandling,

What’s

Impossible...” and “The Meat Meditations,” are all intensely personal.“Snakehandling”
came from anxierj' about leaving Oxford and my friends here,from feeling undesirable,
over-aged; from a quarter-life crisis, I suppose.
“The Meat Meditations” combines some of my own experiences with those
expressed in the stand-up of comedian John F. O’Donnell, who suffers from manic
episodes.
“What’s Impossible and Wanting It,” the only story in the collection actually set in
Oxford, has so much of me in it that I don’t know I should even talk about it. What I’ll say
is, there was a filmmaker recruiting “Scream Queens” willing to do waist-up nudity in
Oxford. The rest, I’ll have to conspire to keep from you. Which,look at that, brings

us

back to our original topic.
A final word on conspiracy: Why is it that a wonder-seeking, novelty
proliferating, xenophile like myself turns up my nose at the mention of“conspiracy?” Why
is it that Bush-hating comedian Bill Maher will shout down audiences that present
conspiracies in favor of“what the President said happened, happened?” What is it about
that word, that label, that instantly fires up our authority is authority” brain center? If
you ask me,our near universal hatred of that label almost sounds, you know,like a
conspiracy.
— Ben Zuerlein; Monday, April 1, 2013; Oxford, MS
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^^ATS IMPOSSIBLE AND WANTING IT
Simon’s kid was born with one eye, and squirmed but didn’t cry when it was
slapped. His wife had cried, asking what’s wrong? what’s wrong? the doctor hiding his
concern, and—thank god—his scientific fascination until he’d exited the room. The
residents were less reliable. She’d looked to her husband then, who could see the
obstetrician without his wife’s painkiller haze. He wanted to swing the doctor by the heels
out his car window and brain him against a brick mailbox. He didn’t think about his kid;
he thought, I bet Doc’d squelch like a melon.
They whisked the kid to the NICU,but within the hour he was in the morgue.

“Could’ve happened to anybody, Sime,” his friend Dutch,come down from
Memphis,told him on his balcony overlooking the square.
“Anybody with shit genes,” Simon said, ashing his cigar over the railing. Dutch
switched his smoke to the other side ofhis mouth, and disappeared into the condo. He
returned with two lowballs of ungarnished Manhattan and put one in Simon’s hand.
“The night tastes like buttered toast,” Dutch said. He was always mixing things up
like that. Upon meeting Marjack, Simon’s wife, he had remarked that her voice looked
like frozen crepe myrtles. Science types called it synesthesia; Simon called it inscrutable.
“Sure,” Simon said.
“Is a good sign. Grad school girls out tonight. You watch em,only smoke when
they drunk.’

1

Four stories below, streetlamps shone green in a woman’s undyed roots as her heels
clicked her to the bars.
ct

Way I see it,” Dutch said,“she’s one that left. You got free reign while she’s gone:
Simon just knew he was saying “reign,” the wrong one,like he was a freed king and not a
horse.
cc

She’s done this before, Dutch. She comes back.’

Two years ago, the second year of his marraige, Simon ordered a shrimp po-boy
and got an oyster. As it happened,he found himself hungrier for oyster than shrimp—at
least hungrier than shrimp and another fifteen minutes waiting.
cc

Uh, Miss?” Marjack said to their waitress, all but snapping her fingers. The
owllike girl floated over, holding her right fingers in her left hand.
cc

Can I get y’all anything?” she said. Marjack shut up and leveled her gaze at Simon.
Behind the waitress, a folkart devil on the wall illuminated crooked letters proclaiming.
cc

Lord love me. Devil give me that million Oskar,” between bottlecap borders. Simon tried
to work out its meaning.
cc

More tea?” the waitress tried.

cc
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'Ah,” he said,“nother beer’d be nice.’

cc

Mm.Anything for you, ma’am?
cc

Fine. Thanks.” Marjack only looked at Simon. The waitress wafted off for the beer.
cc

Oysters’re fresh this time an^^'ays, pumpkin.”
Later, when he got the bill, he said,“Look at this. Only charged me half a
sandwich,” lying. Marjack took to a bench out front to smoke as he waited for the waitress
to return his card.

2

Simon found his wife winged by a blonde man speaking foreign tones. Aussie,
Simon guessed, remembering the joke Dutch had told him as a boy that voicing “rise up
lights” sounded like “razorblades” in Australian. Marjack looked at her husband, but then
forward as the Australian leaned in to whisper something to her.
“Oh,you’ll find someone here to do that,” she said.
“1 dunno,” he said,“people around here seem so conservative.”
“Playboy comes through each year,” she said. “There’s always a girl or two willin to
pose.
“You’d be good, y’know?” he said, making a rectangle with his forefingers and
thumbs,framing her face in his perspective. Marjack looked up to Simon, him holding
half a po-boy that he didn’t order in a bitchbag.
“This is Corwin,Simon,” she said. “He’s filming a horror movie and needs to find
locals willing to do waist-up nudity.”
“That so.” Simon nodded. The men met eyes. Simon broke contact.
“This’s my husband,” Marjack said, indicating so.
“Pleasure,” Corwin said, taking a deliberate beat to remain seated. “Well, thanks
for your local insights, lady. Maybe I’ll see you two around.”
“It’s a small place,” Simon said. Marjack smiled as Corwin stood, stuffed his hands
in his pockets, nodded to Simon, and strode uptown.
She shook out another cigarette and lit it.
“Go for a drink?” Simon said. Marjack’s eyes burned above her smoke, above the
red kiss she left on it, seeding in her husband the notion that something was wrong. He
asked what was. She wouldn’t look at him,standing suddenly.
“Hey, c’mon.”

3

She marched ahead of him in combustible silence, passing their parked car. He
stopped and turned back towards the restaurants and the bars and their neons. Their
home wasn’t a terrible walk; nowhere in town was. He’d go for a drink.
He spent the better part of an hour grinding his glass into the damp napkin that
frayed away in tiny pill-bug bits, wondering where was his wife, hoping the brunette sylph
in that corner would cross the room and talk to him, wanting to smile and wiggle his ring
finger at her regretfully.
After the bars closed, he was home and his wife was not. Pacing, he felt a panic
grab the back of his skull and coil down in his stomach, a panic devoid ofthe thrill of
seeing a deer in the road or the blue lights flashing in your rearview,just a panic that hurt.
He called the police; hung up. He printed off a missing persons report and filled it out.
Date Last Seen: two hours ago. Point Last Seen: walking away from me. Describe:
cur\^y, blonde, antithesis of brunette in bar.
He didn’t sleep, he just got drunk enough to pass the night, and in the morning,
brain-fogged and worry-wracked, he dropped the report off at the station. Back at his
condo, he sat at the breakfast nook and watched the window blind shadows slink across
the floor. His ears confused every creak, every footstep, for the sound of a key turning in
the door, even though he superstitiously left it unlocked.
The police called him the next day.
“Mr. Westall?” the officer said. “Well, we found her.”
What he said next was near drowned by Simon’s mental stream ofthank god,
thank god, thank god. What he said next was,“She, uh,she asked us not to divulge her
location. For the time being.”

4

Dutch returned from the bars with a pair of women he claimed were old friends,
but whom Simon knew were recent acquaintances. Simon had stayed out on the balcony,
getting the immeasurable sort of drunk one experiences alone.
“My good buddy,Simon,” Dutch said, slipping an arm over Simon’s shoulders and
rattling him convivially. “This is Becca, and this is Adrian. They gone be la-wyers.”
In his ear, through a smile, Dutch whispered,“I ain’t lettin you stew in it.”
“What’s he feel like, Dutch?” Becca, a diminutive, bed-headed ginger, asked him.
She was pretty, if pitiable in demeanor and stature, with an almost adorable little paunch
pressing into her dress. Her friend, a sturdy girl of straight, indeterminately blonde or
brunette hair, helped herself to a whiskey coke.
“Aw,like breaking the glaze offa creme brulee,” Dutch said, tapping the back of his
pointer and middle fingers down Simon’s arm,cracking an imaginary dessert’s surface.
Becca came and squeezed Simon’s bicep.“He just feels like a man to me.”
“Well,” Dutch said,“You ain’t got my gift.”
“You don’t have his condition, he means,” Simon said. He tried, for a moment,to
see the world like Dutch,to see so much of it that the streams ofinformation overflowed
into separate canals. He widened his eyes, and tried to focus on everything and not-onething. He heard the cheers and talking over talking from the street below, saw Adrian sip
her drink out ofthe glassware he received for his wedding, felt Dutch tapping and Becca
squeezing, smelled her soapy perfume and his spicy musk. Simon’s spine tingled then
burned, the lanes ofinformation congesting and building friction.
“This one your daughter?” Adrian held up a picture frame, Marjack’s face within.
“Sure,” Simon said, shrugging off Becca and Dutch.
“What’s her name?”
Marjack.’
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PretX)'. What’s it mean?
Mother was Marge,father was Jack.’
You go by Jack?
Dutch crossed the room and took the picture from Adrian’s hand.
“You making us feel old,” Dutch said, placing the frame facedown on the counter.
He tried to slide between Adrian and the breakfast bar, but the look she leveled on him
sent him around her to get his whiskey.
Something collapsed. Becca was on the floor at Simon’s feet,lowing in pain.
Simon tried to help her up, but she was doubled tight over herself.
“What’s wrong?” Dutch asked, pushing past Adrian this time.
“She’s on her period,” Adrian said.
She walked over and knelt next to her friend, stroking her wild curls back. Then
Becca was breathing hea^y, groaning deep in her throat, the men standing by, useless.
Becca managed to meet Adrian’s eyes and tried to form a word. She fell over herself again.
“We need to go to the hospital,” Adrian said.
“Not one of us’s safe to drive,” Dutch said, hovering between leaving and staying.
Then like she was struck by lightning, Becca threw back her head and yowled.
Adrian stood and pushed Dutch with two hands. “Call a fucking ambulance!”

Marjack returned two weeks later, and she wouldn’t talk about where she went.
She sad-smiled at her husband,like he was too naive not to love her. She let him kiss her
cheek, and nothing more. For the next year she was only intimate with him when she was
drunk, which became rarer and rarer, like she was self-abnegating to punish him.
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Frequently, he would remember the first time they were together, and how she had begged
for it, and he wondered how he had changed,how anybody could ever change that much.
He began to fantasize that there was a hideous and parasitic eel coiled at the center
of his person, and when a lover drew close enough to glimpse it, they would recoil in
disgust. Something in his backbrain believed drinking bleach would wash this creature
out. He didn’t want to die, but the command whispered to him, drink bleach.
“You wanting to sleep with me,” she said one night in their bed,“makes me not
want to sleep with you.”
“It’s nearly been six months,” he said.
“And you counting. It makes me never want to sleep with you again.”
He gave up pressing the needs of his body,but the carnal conditions didn’t
improve, until one night when they picked up a hitchhiker on a country road.
It was one of those starless nights that the humid, white-sky days become. They
caught the man on the side of the road in their car’s halogenic haze, the night mists that
stick to your skin swirling about him.
He didn’t have his thumb out, but Marjack slapped her husband’s arm when they
saw him and told him to pull over, Simon knowing they’d likely be the only vehicle on this
road for hours.
The hitchhiker had this sloping jaw and beard that creeped up from his neck, and
hair stringy from infrequent wash. He smelled like lye.
“Where you headed?” Simon asked, when the hitchhiker slid into the backseat.
“Way I was walkin,” he said.
“Well, I’m Marjack and this’s my husband,Simon,” Marjack said.
“Early Wallach,” the hitchhiker said, and for a moment Simon didn’t think it was a
name.
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cc

You a preemie?” Simon said,looking into the rearview, seeing Early in the middle
seat, looking suddenly shocked.
<c

How could you know that?” he snapped.
Ci

Oh.” Simon looked back to the road. “Just Early s an unusual name is all.”
c<

Yeah?” He said it like he’d never thought of it before,like it was a source of
shame.
Marjack is too. I like unusual names,” Marjack said, placating. In the mirror,
Simon watched as Early eased his hand away from something in his jacket, calming
himself down. He shot his wife a look, and she seemed to understand.
cc

I like it too. I like Marjack,” Early said, leaning forward between husband and
wife.
cc

Thank you,” she said, looking forward.
cc

9>

It’s very pretty. You, you’re very pretty:
cc

»
Thank you:

cc

Hey,girly.” He reached for her face.“Lemme see them eyes.”
She yelped when he touched her, and Simon stopped himselffrom yelling at him,
seeing the pistol hung in his jacket.
Suddenly, Early’s face contorted in a mortified frown. He held his face and fell into
the backseat, screaming in his throat. When he spoke he sounded near tears.
cc

I’m so sorry,” he said. “I didn’t mean to. I’m so sorry.”
cc

That’s fine. That’s fine. Early. I was just surprised is all,” she said.
cc

I wasn’t raised right. I don’t know when I do wrong,sometimes. They’s so many
rules.
Simon cleared his throat. “Listen, we’re coming up on a Greyhound station in not
too long. Why don’t we get you some cash and put you on your way, Mr. Wallach?”
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Instantly, Early’s sadness was gone, usurped by anger at this suggestion.
“I got bus fare. That ain’t why I gone this way. I just don’t got real money.”
“Well, still. Those buses run pretty late. And I’m not sure how much further we’re
going ourselves.”
He glanced up to see Early lean back into his seat and drum his fingers across the
pocket of his military jacket where he held his gun.
“Of course you know,” Marjack said, a new spirit possessing her. She turned to
speak to the backseat.“We’re going up to Pensay Lake,for Bed and Breakfast.”
“Out there in the woods?” Early said. “That’ll be real good.” Then suddenly he held
his head and moaned,like a horn was trying to bore out of his skull.
“Do you need a hospital?” Simon asked, seeing the exit towards the bus station
pass.
“Don’t you dare take me there,” Early said, shaking his head. Then rising out of his
seat, he shouted,“Don’t you dare take me there to die!”
The next miles passed in near silence. Early moaning occasionally, and slapping his
head. Where gravel road split offthe main one towards Pensay Lake, Simon slowed to a
stop on the side of the road.
“Why did we stop?” Early looked around like the stillness of the scenery were
caging him in.
Well, this is where we turn off. It’s as far as we can take you,” Simon said.

Why?
“It s just the Bed and Breakfast down this way.”
“Why caint you take me there?”
Marjack had her eyes closed and was struggling to control her breathing, panicked
bellows escaping from her nostrils. She opened her eyes and spoke to her husband.
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Surely we can take him there. It’s our Christian duty.” They neither had been to
church in years; not even for Easter.
Ci

Yes, yes! Y’all’s Christian duty,” Early said.
Simon swallowed and nodded and put the car in drive, and they took to the
canopied road to the lake. Early giggling in the backseat. Marjack reached out and
gripped Simon’s arm,squeezing hard for support, her eyes closed. Simon recalled her fear
of flying and how she’d cling to him like that in turbulence. He wondered why she kept
the psychopath in the backseat.
Early was still snickering when they pulled into the parking lot. Simon took out his
wallet.
cc

Listen. Why don’t you put yourself up for the night?” He took out four twenty
dollar bills and offered it to Early.
C(

Why?” Early eyed the cash askance.
cc

Christian dut>^ It’s like the Good Samaritan.”
cc

The what?” Early looked furious that he didn’t know the story, he looked at
Marjack as Simon was still processing an answer.“The what?
It’s our Christian duty.” Simon forced a smile, inched the cash forward.
Y’all staying here, too?
Yes.
ct

(C

»
You be here in the morning?
Yeah:

Early looked to husband then to wife. Then he looked at Simon’s wallet resting on
the dash. He leaned back and scratched the part of his chest where his gun rested.
cc

Aright,” he said taking the money. He broke into a smile. “See y’all tomorrow.”
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Marjack tried to make a happy sound through her clenched lips. Early opened the
door, and it wasn’t even closed when Simon sped away. Marjack screamed as they fled,the
night’s terror finally boiling over.
There was a gunshot. A bullet buried itself somewhere in the rear of Simon’s car.
They took the road at speed,threatening to topple at each turn.
Stop the car,” Marjack said. Simon pulled over to the side ofthe road. Marjack
had her hand stufiTed down the front of her jeans, rubbing furiously.
“Fuck me,” she said.

They thought Becca had a tumor or a cyst, but then her water broke.
C(

Why didn’t you tell me?” Adrian shook as she stroked Becca’s shoulder.“Why
didn’t you tell me?
Dutch fell back into the couch and held his head.
It

It’s just like finding a snake in the shower.’
<&
Dutch,” Simon said, sobering.
cc

A snake in the shower!
Dutch! Bring me the bottle of vodka! Pour yourself a fucking drink, and shut up.

Simon knelt next to Becca and put a steadying hand on Adrian.“Fetch a towel from the
bathroom. Spread it on the bed.”
cc

She should’ve told me,” Adrian said, tearful but not crying. Simon pointed her to

the bedroom.
He took Becca into his arms,feeling her water stick to his arm where he held her
thighs.
cc

It hurts,” she said through clenched teeth.
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And Simon told her the lie he had believed when he had told it to his wife:
I know. It’s natural. The baby’s going to be fine.’

He laid Becca on the bed,the towel between her legs. Dutch handed the bottle of
vodka through the door and escaped into the kitchen. Simon splashed the alcohol on his
hands, rubbed it into his forearms. He poured a shot into his palm and wiped do'W’n the
insides of Becca’s legs.
She still had her underwear on. He looked up at the girl who took great fistfuls of
the sheets in her hands as she growled in her throat. He heard Adrian getting sick in the
bathroom.
He reached in and slid her lingerie off her hips, peeling it stickily down her legs,
the warm semen smell of amniotic fluid waking up in his nostrils. There was a saturated
pad stuck to the undergarment. He tossed both aside.
He told her to breathe, though he struggled to listen to his own advice. He heard
Dutch scrambling for another drink in the kitchen.
In the distance, the sirens rose up out ofthe din of displaced barflies. And
hovering behind him,the mobile his child never saw caught the red, flashing lights from
the street below.
The infant began its cacophonous decent into our world.

Too late to move the mother. Too late for an epidural. The paramedics ushered
Simon out into the living room and shut his own door on him.
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Dramatic strings blasted out ofthe television Dutch had turned on too loud over
Becca’s screaming. Simon could hear the camera droning and then jolting each time the
shot changed.
“What the hell are you watching?” Simon asked.
“Something you need to see. Something I found behind your vodka in the liquor
cabinet. Something Marjack wants you to see.”
Simon turned. And on screen his wife locked lips with a less attractive blonde,
both topless, just then revealing their fangs,the party they had enraptured easy prey for
these vampire queens. They feast, and when they are covered in blood, they kiss again,
because that’s what the director wanted.
Simon turned up the volume over the racket in the room adjacent and wondered
what it would be like to be the man that his wife would do all that for.
He remembered what Dutch had called these B-movie actresses. The term
delighted him: Scream Queen, my Scream Queen.

The baby looked the size of a coke can in the paramedic’s arms, ruddy like one too.
Simon w'atched as they carried Becca out on a stretcher, thinking, thank god that baby’s
crying. Adrian rushed out with them, but when they didn’t let her on the ambulance she
collapsed on the curb. Dutch bought her a cab, and she thanked him.
Inside, Dutch and Simon took their drinks to the balcony, the bars long closed and
the streets quiet.
You think that kid’ll be aright?” Simon asked.
Yeah. He sounded real pastel to me,” Dutch said,lighting a new cigar.
Why can’t it just be born on time?”
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You saw the mother. Vessel ain’t large enough. Plus, I seen that girl take a drink
just today.’
Simon imagined a world where every child was born at thirty-seven weeks, with
two functioning eyes, crying. He saw a single hair color, and Olympic podiums which
were all the same height. He thought of Dutch never uttering his accidental metaphors, of
Marjack never excited, never disappointed that she married him. Then he thought of his
Cyclops kid, with its bluish, fleshy globe in the center ofits forehead,its fused fingers
swimming in the air as the doctor passed it off to a nurse.
“We’re the sacrifice,” he said. “We’re the risk humanity takes to climb higher.”
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DOG SHOT
The Curiosity’s up on Mars, and I’m down here where things eat each other and
build houses against the weather. I am lost in a corn maze.
Not one of us has just one thing. But that’s what we say, at parties, at first
introductions.
Me,I saw a woman at a party, of whom I’d heard but not seen. When her husband
introduced her I said,“Ah,the poet.” Her husband said,“Well, she’s also my wife.” To
which I said, an American,“Yes, but we’re known by our hands, not our rings.” Me,I run a
restaurant.
How far you think it is away, really? I mean Curiosity. Don’t answer me in
astronomical units. You don’t know how big that is even if you know.You know Big Macs
and semi rigs. You know toe nail clippings and sweater threads. These are measurements
you know. Now then, how many sweater threads to Mars? And why, why, why ifI’m lost
among the maize?
You know when the helicopter summoned by my emergency call whirred over I
hid amid the stalks? Made that decision between when I panicked and when I weighed
embarrassment against rescue. I’d emerge only if there’s a promise ofside doors
thundering open and then all guns blazing so as to flay and chunk me against the grain.
Corn grows noble but imstable. It’s a frozen firework and also its trail. Top heaty
lots. Subject to hoaxers walking round with boards flattening them out in crop circles.
Why,I wonder, do we say these are signs from lofty creatures unto us? I find it more likely
that crop circles are prayers, messages from men into the heavenlies.
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It’s possible we’re cogs to a developmental machine,I think. I mean that the ape
who discovered spotty cows milk did not envision pasteurization, but he sure was the
grandfather of its invention. That’s why I think every hoaxer snickering in the dark and
swishing flashlight light stomping down the swirls for the news copters to view might also
have been talking to Curiosity.
I’ll say it since it’s just you and me. Curiosity speaks crop circles.
I am convinced the grain can be raised just as it can be put down in pattern. Emmy
and Jord have left me here with the helicopters chook-chook-chook-chooking and then
subsiding after two hours and then returning. It was they who got me drunk. It was they
who raised the corn. Now,I feel like a mite in a cowlick.
Emmy and Jord, best I can tell, were planning on marriage.Jord, a layabout type,
but honest, simple, and handsome. I wonder about the opposite. If I’d rather have a,
tricksy, smart, ugly workaholic in my employ. I think perhaps. Ugly people are good to
employ. They are problems only when they come to power and feel the need to make up
for lost sex.
Emmy is beautiful and as such gets romances. Pity to the rest of us. Currently, hers
comes through Jord.
They have conspired against my soul. Were they to put a bullet in me like they did
my hound,then I would be elsewhere and not in a corn maze. Were there next nothing,
then also I’d be. Were there next heaven,into which nearly all but the Muslims and the
strictest Catholics swear I’d be accepted, then great. Were there next reincarnation, fine.
I’ve not tired of these meat and bile spacesuits. But were there, as I fear in my heart of
hearts, a realm in which I awake as a gangly gremlin, dickless and living on a plane whose
only blessing is every film on earth below, gratis, and whose only curse is that these arrive
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a day late, then then I would be punished. Otherwise,their punishment is longer lived as a
stone in my stomach and a knot tied about it, than as any of possible deaths.
My staff runs orderly at my command.A dish itselfis ashamed if it is empty and
not bussed. Empty coffee cups do not exist at The Gorge. My waitstaff are like holiday
spirits, bearing cheer unseen, making each cup of water the widow’s jar of oil. One
drunken attempt by the mayor to bottle the smiling demeanor of our college town
hostesses occurred.
I said we have not just one thing. I have mostly just one thing. But last week I also
had a dog. Blended lab and ridgeback, runner and retriever, dinner table beggar and table
scrap receiver, warmer of whatever has cockles. Every cockled thing—I believe old books
are among them—hid this creature within.
Last week I had to leave the restaurant and the dog. Or did at least. My father s
worst fear approached him,this stupidly being the death ofhimself, and so he died. Dying
in and of fear. Plus, I’ll admit I had business with his widow.
I left: my hound,Darlin, with Jord and 1 suppose Emmy also. Back then I trusted
him the way we trust tables to hold glasses of water. I told them,“Darlin is old. She may be
a burden. Having trouble keeping it all in, especially when she’s riled, like. Messes the
house in every steamed and soured corner. Might be an imposition.” Emmy looked a
pained surprise, banged with the sort ofsympathy we feel for a falling glass we are too late
to reach. But Jord, he just nodded solemn and said,“We understand.”
Then I flew up to Wichita for the funeral. Had to make the speech impromptu, but
eulogies, they’re all about the same unless the eulogizer has to tiptoe around a suicide or a
particularly vocal homosexual paramour in the audience. My step-mother, age mine plus
only nine, insisted I help host the reception, right there in the split-level I grew up in. The
photorealistic reindeer decorations from Christmas four months ago loitered in the lawn.
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“Drink more. You’re sad, dear,” she said.
“Your sad deer,” I said, pointing out the downstairs wdndow^s w’-hich looked out
ground level, right at them.
She hugged me around the back, wdth her cheek pancaked against my spine, hands
holding each other below my navel. I tried to step aw^ay, fearing her grief, but she made my
steps a little dance and we sw'ayed and w’^atched the lifeless deer.
I drank. Between mom and me a bottle ofbourbon w'^as extinguished. She took me
up to her bed to show me w»^here she had just a few days ago slept next my father. She
asked if it felt w'arm w’-here he had been, said that it did to her. That corn mash,I think,
makes everything warm,so I felt it.
She told me how she considered me her son, since my entrance to this world had
forcibly ejected my mother from it, and dad had married her w’’hen I turned eight. She said
that children were impossible for her, an^-w^ays. Lifting her blouse and peeling dowm her
slacks she showed me the scar where an operation had blighted her fertility.
I lost blood to my head and the spins stood up around me. I remembered spinning
dizzy as a kid and then falling, feeling the whole spin ofthe earth afterward. That’s what I
thought I was doing, attuning myselfto the spin ofthe earth as to sense its motion.
My back landed on my father’s w'arm patch. Mom crawled over and felt my
forehead, then the spinning took her too. She told me when she was raising me she’d read
stories about the inhabitants of Mars and how'to the Martians our social mores were as
strange as funerary cannibalism to Americans. She said I’d fall asleep and she’d hold me.
She’d imagine we were up on Mars w»^here wrongs weren’t wrongs. She said she considered
me her son. Or, really, a being she could nurse up into a someone who would put a cock in
her.
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While I did, my employees put a bullet in Darlin. Teary Emmy said it had been
hard, but she knew how much of an imposition Darlin was on me,but also how she knew I
must love her since I couldn’t bring myselfto outright command the dog be put down.
Jord thought different. Doubtless it was his plan to misunderstand me. He’s the unhappily
employed type. Those given to occupying their mind with their boss in the few hours that
they are neither working nor sleeping. Drinking poison and hoping I die.
1 fired them both in a rage. Today,though,Jord lurked on my doorstep and Emmy
stared into the peephole with a squished up remorse on her mug. They offered me drinks
in reparation, and I accepted. I have no friends because a scandal waits for me in Wichita.
They told me they’d take me to Jord’s brother’s corn maze, where they had a gift for me in
the center. Blurting I guessed ridgeback-labrador puppy.Jord raised an eyebrow and said,
“May-be.”
Now as the rotors of the news birds conk cobs into my head as they pass, I think
how minor of a scandal they have pinned on me. I think now. Ruin me? On Mars there are
not even taboo mothers. Certainly no corn to maze or mash to get dnmk on. My mind is a
pendulum swinging fast. Swinging so fast I splinter out ofthe sides ofthe clock. So fast 1
loop full circle and turn back the face oftime. So fast I helicopter into the air where I can
read the crop circles.
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BIG FATHER
Duck.
It didn’t bother me so much they were gangsters as much as they were yanks. But,
hell, I’d just beat Hitler and wasn’t afraid of Hot Springs anymore. 1 knew my boy was in
trouble when I was in Europe and my whore read that he’d been spending time with a
certain Hershel Applewhite. I used to have her read all my wife’s missives.
There w'as something about having one of the camp girls read the wife’s letters

to

me when I was fighting whiskey to get my member up. The accent, maybe. Or maybe it
was just hearing my dear Evelyn’s words from a pair of painted whore lips. A unity of
opposites like that really got me going. Sometimes I’d have one ofthe girls cradle my head
and feed me whiskey out of a baby’s bottle before I balled her. But I liked the letter
business so much I eventually deferred all reading to Gerty who I’d taken a shine

to on

account of her sex being exceptionally moisturized. She was more than pretend whorehappy to practice her English, although one day she did give me a tongue lashing over
fucking around with such a sweet wife at home.I took that opportunity to test out what
the other boys were calling a “donkey punch”—a sharp blow to the back ofthe hussy s
head just at the moment of orgasm, which causes her whole musculature to spasm. Much
easier and much more pleasurable than getting the woman to come.
I had to stop when her pimp threatened me. What a joke. He came flashing around
a punch knife he claimed to have lifted off an American commando’s corpse, but that
everyone knew he bought fair and square from a crooked supply sarge. I put a round in his
foot immediately. But later, over riesling, I agreed to stop punching Gerty in exchange for
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half price on any of his girls from then on. Awful square ofhim,I figured he must’ve been
fond of Gerty’s exceptional wetness as well.
Gerty related to me my boy’s fishing trip with Hershel—“Hershel” never “Mr.
Applewhite

which concluded:

We miss you terribly, Charles!
Forever yours.
Evelyn

It pissed me off something awful. Applewhite was a shit and a bootlick and a draftdodger and a Texan. He was one of the first Hot Springers to roll over when them boys
from Chicago first set up camp. I couldn’t have my boy learning that’s what it meant to be
a man.
Besides it was bad luck to go by my Christian name out there in no man’s land. The
men called me “Duck” on account of me being the only one with enough sense to do so
when Jerry leveled his MG 42 at my unit.
A man had to have a soubriquet in the War, else he was liable to be killed in the
next ambush. It’s the nameless die first. Lucky for me “Duck” stuck. Before that 1 had to
haul a Bowie knife around to secure the name “Arkansas” for myself, a name I didn’t
particularly like. Later, it was word associated into “Toothpick,” which was worse. Gotta
thank them boys for dying like they did. Not a one ofthem had a cognomen.
When I got shipped back, I made sure that knife got shipped back with me. I
figured if Applewhite was playing father to my son, he’d be playing husband to my wife,
and so there was an organ he wouldn’t be needing when I got back.
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But by the time I got through trying to convince my wife to try a few new things in
bed that “all the other soldiers told me about over there,” there was talk ofelecting
McMath to Prosecuting Attorney, meaning there might be some actual law in Garland
County. I wish I’d spent that time hunting down Applewhite and severing his member. All
I could convince Evelyn to adopt was riding on top of me,which did take quite a bit of
effort away from my end, but she was a poor substitute for a whore, vocalized barely
an)T:hing and had this annoying habit of resting her left hand on her hip while we screwed.
If a whore did that, she’d circle her right hand up in the air like she was spinning a lasso
and I was an actual horse. Probably compliment my horse cock,too. My wife just looked
bored when she did it. Like she was pregnant and waiting for a train.
But it wasn’t like I couldn’t find a woman amiable to head or ass-reaming. Every
hotel billboard in Hot Springs advertised their whores. I really would have preferred to get
it for free within the comfort of my own home,though.
The wife’s lack ofenthusiasm for her marital duty only served to get me more
peeved at Applewhite. I know when she was fucking him she was real reverent and
screamed to God the whole time, even demanded that he spank her as she took him in
from behind. I know because that’s how she was our first time, but never again after I
married her on account ofher getting pregnant with the boy. Tough kid. Survived a
tumble down the stairs when he was in the womb.
I didn’t blame Evelyn, though, a woman can’t refuse a man when she’s in heat, even
if he is a shit and a bootlick and a Texan.
But with a real chance of real law coming in, I couldn’t risk outright dismembering
Applewhite; I had to find a more circuitous route. I decided to buy myself a nice Ansco
Speedex and tail Applewhite around snapping evidence of his soon-to-be-punishable
deeds. Just because Hot Springs advertised its vices, didn’t mean they were legal, and I had
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real faith in an army boy like McMach to clean up the town. Like I said, we’d just beat
Hitler.
I got a few pics of him at the slots and one ofhim being led back to his room by a
whore with boy hips. But my big payoffcame when I tailed him to a warehouse outside of
town where some yankee,slick-haired muscle directed him to back his truck up to the
building. I hid out in the pines and when they started loading his truck with crates from
what looked like a smuggler’s shopping mall, I busted a bulb in their faces, popped a
gambado, and ran off towards my car.
Can you believe one ofthem guidos squeezed off a round at me? I was so steamed,
I got back to my car, rewed up and charged straight back at them. I pinned the fiick with
the smoking gun against the warehouse, drew my Commando,and nailed his buddy in the
belly with a shot aimed right through my window. I figured it’d be enough to scare
Applewhite, but when I looked in the truck window I saw he was fumbling with a shotgim
that was too big to aim at me from his cab. Boys in the bunkers sawed their scatterguns
down.
I jumped right out of my Packard and yanked his door open. Applewhite fell
straight onto the ground and tried to crab away from me saying some shit like,“Oh,God
what about Sammy?”
Sam’s my boy, see.
Applewhite’s legs splayed like that made it real easy to put my Commando’s four
rounds into his manhood.I suppose I had abandoned the circuitous route.
I heard later that Applewhite died of his wounds, which is just as well without an
intact organ. The paper only reported a single yankee biting it, though. So I guess the
gutshot one pulled through.
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Sam took the news pretty hard. But he’s at the age where every death’s a tragedy.
He ain’t seen war yet. I wager when he’s done with this ordeal, he’ll have to grow up some.
Good may yet come of his abduction.

They must’ve nabbed the boy when he was out climbing trees,“bird watching,”
which is what he’d tell his mother he’s doing. 1 figured those binoculars were pointed at
the Quapaw Bathhouse rooftop where the women sun neked. If he’s my boy, he’U’ve seen
more titties than titmice, up in them sap-sticky pines you gotta hug with your knees to

climb.
If anyone knew where they’d taken him,it was Orval Speck, a boyhood friend and
reporter for the New Era. He covered the crime beat and never reported on a mob
misdeed, which is a testament to how much the man knew. Sloppier reporters would
mention a truck robbery or a change in police activity in a certain sector, maybe just a
blurb, and never another word was writ by them again.
I called his office and his secretary told me he’d been sent to cover a hit-and-run at
Laurel and Reserve. Hell, I was calling from my home just off Reserve. I decided to pay
him a visit on the job.
On the scene, Orval’s photographer periodically blanched a young man’s chest
with his flashes. The cops blocked the mess with two of their wagons. One officer directed
traffic while the other one stood in front of a gaggle ofBoy Scouts whose Scoutmaster
attempted to herd the gawking boys back into their green bus parked across the street.
“Now, now,” the officer was saying.“Now these boys here shadowed a cop to see
what a cop sees, know what a cop knows,and boy ifit ain’t that we’re all big ole sacks of
gristle and gra\7^ when we’re dead. When we’re alive too! But boy,” he slipped an arm
around one of the neckerchiefed lads,“We can rise above our animal souls and be men!
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Do you know what that means? A man provides,son. Provides. Now,you know what
prepositions goes with that? ‘For.’ As in‘whom for?’ As in wife and family. Also—I believe
—‘much’ as in ‘how much?’ As in a man’s only as good as what he brings in. And a man can
only bring in as much as his body is able. So what I’m saying, boys, is,” he thought about it
for a moment,“Don’t you play in traffic. And don’t y’all piss off nobody who owms a car.
Ain’t a merit badge in the world’ll teach ya that.”
I had arrived, it seemed, before the troglodytes from the morgue, and I aimed to
leave before they got there. Never would you find a bigger-grinning, white-toothed man
than a mortician living in a battlefield.
“I hope you’re here to bring me coffee, Duck,” Orval said, scribbling notes on his
flip pad. He’d adapted to my name, and he’d kno\^m me my whole life. The wife, who had
known me less than half that, still called me Charles.
“I wager you know what I need from you, else you wouldn’t’ve dodged my calls.’
Orval shrugged.“Man calls once, doesn’t leave a message with secretary. Man
likely wants coffee. Man calls twice, doesn’t leave message. Something’s amiss. Auniss

can

kill ya.’
I peeled back my sleeve, where I knew he’d see the long, purple millipede scar
where the story went a berserk kraut whose unit had left him alone and gunless slashed me
in my sleep with a bayonet before I killed him. Truth is, my assailant was one of our
snipers that was such a bad shot the krauts would actually launch cans of meat out of
mortars at his position, likely afraid that he’d die of starvation and we’d replace him with
someone better. I guess he resented us for abandoning him. That was the long and short of
his radios, at least. And of his eventual attempt on my life. Anyways,Stars and Stripes
didn’t like the story, so let’s say it didn’t happen. Also, I wasn’t pointing to that wound,
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but a small, faded line high on my bicep that I got as a boy playing a game of mumbletypeg that Orval had stood out of.
“Orval. I know you only grow up scarless being yellow or wise. I’ve always believed
the latter about you. But Orval, they’ve took my boy.”
One ofthe scouts must’ve heard me,cause there was a small gasp from their green
and khaki gallery. I turned and saw a thick-spectacled kid gaping up at me,wondering
where the story went. I rolled down my sleeve and fished a Walking Liberty out of my
wallet and tossed it at the kid.
“Y’know, all this talk of coffee...Why don’t you run inna that diner get us and
these officers some joe?”
The kid stared up at me a moment,the coin caught against his chest. Then he
flicked it back at me.
“Be prepared,” he said, flashing me the three fingered mudra. Then he was
scampering off towards the van.
I turned back to Orval, who was adjusting his glasses as he squatted near the body.
“Orval.”
“Look,” he said,“I don’t know that even if I knew anything I’d tell you. Self
preservation. What I’ll say: awful lot of staff working for Brantwood Saponification.
Especially since I ain’t never seen a bar of Brantwood brand soap in my life.”
It w'as a start. And all I’d get from Orval. Well, perhaps some friendly reminiscing
if I stuck round. I smelled smoke and turned to see the scouts had built a fire right there in
the middle ofthe road and were boiling a white-speckled blue carafe of coffee for me,the
reporters and the officers, while their Scoutmaster buzzed nervously about them.
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I decided to stay for a cup. My plan had to wait until sunset anyways. Fortunately,
I’d remembered to squeegee off the blood from my Clipper. What a scene that’d be ifI
hadn’t.

See, I’d been receiving these threatening letters about my boy telling me shit like
they were planning on ransoming him, but now he’d taken a shine to outlaw life and they
couldn’t get rid of him if they wanted to. Ofcourse, they’d still love the ransom money,
they stressed. All this was couched in some cr)^tic conceit that made it sound like he was
at summer camp. Your boy loves it here! I don’t know if we can bear to see him go home.
He could use a couple thousand to make his stay with us a bit more comfortable, though.”
That sorta shit.
What I noticed is that each typed “k” was busted. Looked like a crooked lambdas.
So that night, I jimmied into the offices of Brantwood Saponification and t^^ed the word
“fuck” on each typewriter in the secretarial pool till one came out looking like “fuc^.”
The next morning I paid a visit to the offices, admitted under the pretense that I
was w'ith Hot Springs Parks and Rec, hoping to make a large purchase oflye to get them
pesky bloodstains out of our children’s swing-sets. I perched right up on the desk with the
busted K’s and flirted with the secretary who worked there. She was by far the prettiest,
and seemed to be the only one who had nothing to type. Her talents, I guessed, were
reserved for the bossman. Well, her typing talents. Her real trick was keeping her blouse
buttons from ripping asunder. No tailor ever imagined his work would be put through
such stress as it was with this woman. Pneumatic, Orval would’ve said. Always cracked me
up, picturing a bike pump inserted in a woman’s navel, breasts swelling like balloons until
they burst.
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Eventually her boss came out ofhis office. I made sure I got a good look at him.
Friar’s circle clinging to the last scruffy scraps of virility; exasperated stance like
ever>o:hing’s an imposition; three piece suit overdressed for the office and the Arkansas
heat; tiny, droopy button chin like a half-eaten melon ball was running out his mouth.
“Mr. Adomian,I’m with the city. I’m hoping to buy some lye from you.”
“Fuck off,” he said.
Pleasure doing business.” And I left with a wink to his secretary.

Tailing him’s how I got here now,the summer sun setting purple over the pines,
feeble lamplight leaking from the boarded windows of a logging office amid a gray,
stumpy timberland. My boy’s in yonder building, my car’s back up on the hill, where I
hadn’t risked pursuing Adomian down the logging road. My Bowie’s sheath’s strapped to
my thigh and I’ve torn the sleeves from my shirt and discarded my boots,feeling the waxy
prickles of the needles between my toes. Ihe animal energy that precedes a kill buzzes up
from my native soil, and I feel the danger that I am.
Round the single entrance, where I’d reconnoitered through a hole in the boards to
find two guards on post, I’d seen a big black snake slithering near the threshold. Now,I’d
watched Adomian leave, and also the snake. But a snake leaves a ghost ever^nvhere it’s seen
by man, and the doorframe was haunted in my lizard brain.
I drop my whetstone into the needles, and the mere brush of my thumb against my
blade brings blood. As my knife balances across my knees, I load a sixth round into my
Commando and ease the hammer down real soft.
The bowie in my right and my pistol in my left, I stalk to the doorway. That
translucent snake’s slithering incorporeally around my ankles. My heart’s heating up my
bloodstream and it buzzsaws in my ears like bullets from an MG 42, so fast you can’t hear
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the space ben\'een rounds. I knock on the door. The peephole darkens. I bury my bowie
hiltdeep into the door and yank it back blazing in blood. 1 bring the knife do'wm on the
lock, switch my pistol into my dexter, and I kick the door in and I charge forth and I
wonder if snakes see ghosts of men and

Sam.
You ever seen what a Thompson do to a man’s head? Dad went all splat straight out
the door in chunks like he was a porcelain bowl ofstewed tomatoes dropped on a tile floor
and he didn’t hardly have a head no more but his pistol kept firing and my guard was sorta
dancing a little jig all six times it went offlike he needed to leap outta the way of any of
them stray shots. The other fellow lay bleeding with his head cleaved right in halfto his
nose where the two halves split and his mushy brain glimmered with red juices. Something
was still kicking in his chest, though,cause he was making this hiss sound like he was a
snake or some shit.
I ain’t never seen a room blow apart like that in four seconds. They had my hands
tied behind me on the chair so instead of clapping I was stomping cause I guess I was
excited by all the action. The other guard was saying “Jesus” over and over again and I
wondered if he was praying to fix things or if he thought God still accepted offerings like
sons on hill tops and he could get some mileage out ofhis buddy and Dad.
1 also wondered if one of the guidos would teach me how to use a Thompson. And
also if I’d live with Ma now or my grandaddy in Little Rock.
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THE MEAT MEDITATIONS
This is the story of two men. One becomes a villain and one becomes God.
One saw a girl massage her ass outside of a club in West Palm Beach, where it was
raining, where it always rains. This is a guarded secret ofthe South: it is the rainiest in
America. Somehow we’ve managed to pin that label on the Northwest, as our reputation
suns itselflike a lizard, but in fact it is the opposite corner ofthis nation where the
precipitation pools. 1 believe it is because our rain doesn’t fall from clouds,like those that
threaten Seattle or Portland skies, that the phrase Rainy South has not been coined. Here,
our rain chisels itself out from the block of humidity,chunks ofthis haze coalesce into
individual droplets and they fall, like Hindu mortals out of Brahman.
These are things that Dean Callander believed. Dean, who said his name like
Bond,James Bond, did so then to the girl beneath the club’s small awning in the Rainy
South. He spoke as if she ought to know him. And instandy,she wanted to.
“Annette Schearer,” she said, wondering if he was the reification ofthe man she left
her ex for.
“Who are you with?” Dean asked,standing at a comfortable distance from her, but
halfw'ay in the rain, where it fell double from the roof.
“Oh, my friends are inside. I don’t really like the clubs,I—”
“But you’re not with them now.”
“No.” She smiled.“No, right now I am alone.” She screwed up her nose as she
realized she was still rubbing her ass, and she stopped.“From the grabbing,” she said. “I go
home with bruises on my ass from all the grabbing when we go to the clubs. Every time.”
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This was a window for a compliment,like a seasoned boxer creating an opening
for his protege to swing, proving he could recognize the tells. Hers,furthermore, was a
specimen lifted by high heels, cut just below the crease by her clinging dress, hung stately
above her legs tanned by her hose.
Dean said,“Well, that’s clever.” And she thought she’d been found out.“You’ve
avoided telling me who you’re with.”
“Here.” She reached out and grabbed his army surplus jacket, and yanked him
comfortably close, dangerously out ofthe rain. It put them in range, quick snaps oftheir
necks—like dueling giraffes—could put one in the other’s mouth.“Now I’m with you.”
Dean looked off over the beachfront, where a wind began to usher the clouds
away. He whispered,“I did that.” At least this is what Annette heard.
She, singleminded and pon^aliant, outdone each previous night by her less
attractive friends and their deeper plunging necklines, higher riding skirts, longer time as
single women,said,“Mm?”
He ran his hand into his wet curls, and balled a fist of his long fringe atop his head,
in thought and conflict.
“Even though I don’t believe it,” he said,“you could be with the people who want
to stop me.
She could ask, but asking delays. Instead she said,“But I’ve come with only help in
my heart.’
“Heart” stripped Dean from the distance, and he met Annette’s eyes in the
awning’s light, in their dry cube ofspace defined by four raining walls.
“Aiiz luz y la pazl' he said, almost breathless with the wonder ofhis own words.
“Sure,” she said, and she kissed him.
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Luz y La paz-l' he said, when she settled back on her heels offher tiptoes. “That’s
what’s in your heart, Annette Schearer. La luzy lapazV
Suddenly, she saw that he believed it so strong that she had swallowed his belief
with his spit. She could no longer look at him, his earnest and intense grey eyes that
burned but did not burn up. So she made a few wraps ofher wrist to entangle herselfin his
jacket, pull him so close that he would radiate into her. She was his vessel ofpeace and
light and he could take her an)'V'here.
“We have to leave,” he said, she nodding and nodding her head against his chest.
Come,follow me.’

In Dean’s rain-hammered and sand-dusted Jeep, Annette felt that she’d
transcended shame. She'd always been too embarrassed to dance with her bo)^riends in
public, and here, she had kissed this stranger in front of a door which could have opened
on a pulsing world of eyes and flashing lights. She had left with the man, who hadn’t
kissed her back but had told her spiritual truths. They crossed the bridge and the rain
stopped, Dean looking satisfied when it did. The clock read 4:11.
They didn’t speak a word for the whole trip, which she experienced mostly
admiring his profile, razor chin, high-bridged nose. When he stopped the car down a
secret path, where the trees ended and the beach began,on the opposite side ofthe inlet
which divided downtown. Dean looked at Annette and said,“We were communing.”
Then he led her to the inlet’s shore, where they could see the bridge and half ofthe
West Palm Beach skjTine. Beatific, she was pushed to her knees and palms in the sand, her
dress flipped up, hose ripped, and panties slid aside. He made love to her from behind as
the sun rose, and they both watched the pinkening ofthe buildings across the water.
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“We’re making it happen” he said,in short bursts. And with each thrust,she
believed him. Believed him even if he meant the sun rising.

She woke in her hotel. She had been hearing her phone vibrate on the nightstand.
Dean,in his boxers, semi-erect and apparent, had her phone in his hand.
“Your friends have been asking if you’re okay.iVe told them you took a man back
to your room, and you re fine.
“Oh,” she said, scooping his shirt offthe floor to cover herself, suddenly coy. When
her head emerged from his expansive shirt, she saw him squatting to her eye level, holding
a box of Plan B.
“You shouldn’t take this, he said. I think our baby will be...He will save a lot of
people.” He scanned her face for comprehension of him. Now sober,she had less ofit.
“May 1 throw these away?”
Annette nodded. She was on birth control anyw^ays.
She stood up and kissed Dean’s head and he buried himself against her chest. She
then moved to head to the bathroom and he caught her wrist, handing her phone back,
when she turned to look at him.
Pocketless in her panties and borrowed t-shirt, she said,“Just toss it on the
nightstand.’
She didn’t turn on the faucet to mask the sounds of her pee, as she had habitually
done with her ex, and had always wished he had done for her. As she tied her bedhair up
into a pon\T:ail in the mirror, she heard Dean shout,“Oh my god!” from the next
bedroom.
What is it?” she called out, still too loudly for her relative morning.
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Dean didn’t answer. She opened the door to find him, holding her phone,his
mouth agape.
What?” she asked again, trying to remember any scandal her texts recorded.
Who is ‘Randal Egeland?

he said, as if the name was sacred.

“Why? What did he say?” she said, marching at Dean.
“He said,‘Heard you’re back in West Palm’ period ‘that true’ question mark.”
She snatched the phone from him, and he still looked amazed that she would know
someone named Randal Egeland.
“Annette, I need to know who he is,” Dean said.
“Randal’s my ex,” Annette said, checking the text to make sure she had received
the correct message.
“Oh, my god, Annette, it all makes sense!” Dean grabbed his head and danced
excitedly around the room.“Ofcourse he’s your ex! Ofcourse! They knew I would find
you, Annette.’
>»
“Who do you mean,‘they?
“The good guys, Annette. It’s—well, it’s a lot of people, I don’t always know who
they are, but they’re all over. When I was in Scotland they were there, and a lot ofthem
work for the IRA,too, and some subversive publications like Blumenkrajtt and shows like
South Park have members. They give me tests—like once I was carrying a briefcase and
another man carrying a briefcase sat beside me on a bench and we had to switch
briefcases. And they provide for me—they must have known that I would find you and
you would give me a place to sleep.”
Annette stared at Dean,feeling increasingly like she had contracted a venereal
disease or that she had raped a mental patient. It felt like the floor beginning to stand up
all around her. Like the sides of her jaws were differently weighted.
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“1 know. I know,it’s a lot,” he said,“I feel crazy everyday. But, but you know that
Jesus had to feel crazy, right? Buddha,too. Anything out ofthe ordinary feels crazy and,
Annette, we’re both far from ordinary.”
Annette breathed irregular gusts out her nose. Her eyes were closed.
“I need to get into Randal Egeland’s house,” he said. “It’s very important. It’s where
I’ll find the next message from the white hats. Do you believe me?”
“It doesn’t matter,” she said.“I love you, probably.”
“Can you get me inside his house?” Dean asked, no longer dancing, but vibrating,
his hands n\utching faster and faster until his shivers boiled over and he had to shake the
gooseflesh off his arms, and then his hands merely twitched again.
“Apartment,” she said, remembering the sheets and the side ofthe bed she slept
on, the nut oil smell of his boxers and the creeping way in which she learned to hate it.
“And yeah, he’s like every other trusting fool with a key under the mat.” Ihen,Annette
didn’t care about Dean s reasons. There was a black snake firework uncoiling in her as a
kind of hatred for Randal, who hadn’t asked questions when she stayed out late, who
didn’t bow up and bark down the men whom she began to get coffee or dinner with, who
remained single even now a year later, if rumors be trusted. The sweetness she’d been stuck
in enraged her now. He d glommed to the bottom of her shoe, or escaped into her hair
while she slept.
You know,” Dean said, his shivering mastered.“I won’t be around forever.’
Annette nodded. Somehow she counted on it.

In Dean’s Jeep, they patrolled Randal’s apartment complex. On the dash, he had a
newspaper with eye holes cut out. Annette picked it up and she began to play, attune
herself to the conspiratorial world Dean lived in. Randal’s car, the one Annette
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remembered at least, wasn’t in the parking lot. No motion ruffled his curtains, nor did any
light shift, flash, or dim from his apartment as long as they watched.
Annette turned the paper on Dean, blinked dramatically through the obvious
eyeholes, and said, “I don’t think he’s here.”
Dean smiled.“Then let’s go. 1 will show you a sign.”

They parked across the street, and crossed quickly, Dean holding Annette’s hand,
and saying,“Cover your face. Cover your face.” Her hair already did.
The key w’as beneath his mat like Annette knew it would be. She stood with the
confidence that their neighbors would remember her. An old flame come to visit. Then
they were inside, and the primal electricity oftrespassing rose up in Annette, a stranger
where once she lived.
She could smell Randal’s apartment, a sawdusty and tea tree fragrance that
familiarity had stolen when they were together. They stalked down the short hall, past the
cramped kitchen on the right and the door to the bathroom on the left. Hunched and
tiptoeing, they entered the daylit bedroom, where Annette had once slept.
Randal’s queen sized bed,too big for the room,sat unmade in the corner. In an
attempt to reclaim space, what was once her side ofthe bed now had fiction and
philosophy stacked on it, a lonely and unused half. The peppers he had grown in his
window box were withered into geriatric shadows offruits. On his taupe walls he had
sharpied Rudyard Kipling’s “If” and Christian Daa Larson’s “Optimist’s Creed” in a
frenetic hand, with a circled addendum “to live by” scrawled next to it.
As they stalked around his room,they stepped constantly on discarded laundry.
“What are we looking for?” Annette whispered. Whispering felt right, so she
jumped a bit, when in a confident voice, Dean said.
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“Words. A message.” He looked up at the graffiti on Randal’s wall.“Not those. His
own. And then I will show you the sign.”
A clear plastic tube snaked out from beneath one of Randal’s shirts on his desk.
Annette lifted the shirt to reveal a vaporizer and a small mason jar with weed in it. A new
habit. A post-Annette adoption.
Something slapped the floor, and Annette jumped. Dean was ripping books off of
Randal’s shelf, letting them fall to the hardwood. Beside Randal’s keyboard Annette saw a
small cutting board with a pairing knife and browning, drying wedges oflime upon it.
Beside this, there w’as a sock and an eight ounce glass, empty, effusing tequila vapors.
She had the sense of a hole in the room, where expectation placed an additional
piece of furniture that the evidence of her eyes denied. She realized it was a chair. The
second chair he had bought for his desk so she could sit beside him while they watched
movies or played games on his computer, was gone.
Ducking under his desk, she examined the contents ofhis trash. Within,countless
wads of tissue buoyed up the leathery, fermented skin from an Iberian ham. She stood
back up and opened his desk, the needle tip pens he’d been particular about rolled into
view,loose bottle caps rattled, and presented in their center, a brown, card stock notebook
inscribed by hand with a unicursal pentagram.
W^hat have you found? Dean asked with an excitement unto breathlessness.
“I don’t know. A journal,” she said, picking it up.
“You don’t recognize it, right? I feel you don’t. It’s new. It’s after you left him.”
“Yeah,” she said. “That’s right.”
Dean moved behind her, wrapped his arms around her under her breasts. “Open it
to wherever feels right. You’ll find the message. I trust you. Do this, and I will show you a
sign.
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He released her, and took one ofthe pens from the opened desk. He walked to the
wall that had Kipling scrawled on it.
Annette opened the book stichomantically and she read aloud,
Birds arc sky-meat. Theres a chance, whenflying, thatyou suck afilet into yourjets andyou
crash into the Hudson. Planes never hit plants up there.
Mm... That s not it. Pick another page. Let your intuition guide you,” Dean said,
scratching his pen into the wall with such vigor that a jffiction-toasted smell began to
bloom.
cc

Intuition?” Annette asked,flipping a few pages forward. She read,
Occasionallyy meat visits the moon where there are no leaves. Heat is planning on going to
Mars.
cc

Intuition! Dean shouted. It s what I felt when I saw you. It’s why I’m special and
you are too, we don t have to be told in words or reason out what we should do, we can feel
it in our hearts. Like when I saw you at the restaurant.”
She closed the book and glanced at the wall. Dean had written his name.“We met
at that club.
cc

I know. Keep reading! Keep reading! It was just I saw you at the restaurant.”
Turning back to the book,she stuck her thumb in a completely different place and
read,
We should eat each unthinking thing. Convert blank minds into thought.
cc

Go on!

She turned back several leaves to find,
)bu know our univcrsie is partially conscious?IPs true. Werepart ofthe universe and we are
conscious. Computers are minerals waking up. They outfacedplants.
cc

Yes! Yes this is it! Dean said, accelerating the sounds of his scribbling.
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Both sides of her next selection were written on. From left to right they read,
Loz’c's not a real thing. Not a third thingsuspended between two lovers. Ifit were. I’d be
able to tell that she didn’t love me. Sometimes meatpulsesfaster around the specific cuts ofothers. Or
even when they think ofit.
And 1 am partly a body, right? Or maybe wholly. Then am Idead when Idreamless sleep?
Each morning that 1 wake up proves meat tends to itselfmindlessly.
“And without you, he was low, and his face was fallen,” Dean said.“Go on!”
Eots oftecjuila lately. Can t get drunk ojfbeer no matter howfastItry. Limes are swollen
ovaries. M Ey don / we eat these in beasts? Eggs, I suppose, are chicken periods. Caviar isfish sex
inten’upted.
“There’s something more he knows! Something I need from him.”
Tloerc arc only two waysfor the world to end. One, everybody discovers everything and we
all do it. That means incest flavored ice-cream and us all trying it. Or, two, newness ends and it’s all
darkness, hut not darkness, cause darkness is what a conscious thing sees when there is no light, and
there will he nothing conscious. I m long pork and marrow, and I’m terrified ofboth.
“He knows about the eshcaton! Read more ofthat!”
She turned to the next page, and read,
I've revised, the two ways in which the world could end are colored. Green, where the
vegetation consumes us. Or Red, when everything is meat. Meat thatgrows om sun, meat that
growsfrom rocksi, andfinally meat thatgrows from eating meat. And then one day it all wakes up.
She held the book by its spine and then flipped it back up, saw where the page
landed and read.
Is a flower good because it grows? No, because it eats. I have a butcher’s hook, sheet plastic,
and cleavers in the kitchen. I can eat anything.
“Jesus. Is that true?” They hadn’t searched the kitchen.
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“Look and see.” Dean said, his writing stopped.
On the wall he had written Randal Egeland below Dean Callander. A line
connected the primary R in Randal with the ultimate Rin Callander. Another related the
penultimate letter. A,in Dean with the penultimate letter. A,in Randal. Lines connected
all of the letters.
cc

Thirteen letters in his name. Thirteen in mine,” Dean said.“The same letters,
Annette! Our names are anagrams of each other.”
<c

Oh,god. That’s your message. Dean? We broke into his house and — oh god,
»
ruined his wall! You wrote your real fucking name on it?
“Annette, that’s how this all works. It’s a message that only someone with intuition
can receive, you see? As soon as I saw the name I knew it.”
cc

W^hat if he had gone by his middle name. Dean? His middle name is James! Does
that fit into your fucking palindrome?
cc

My middle name is James!
Annette stopped. She rode a wave of meaning. Colors had purpose for a moment.
cc

1 mean it’s Hamish. But that’s just Scottish for James,1 promise, Annette!
cc

We have to leave.”

cc

Read me one more, once more. It’s not clear yet, but it will be. One more.”
She’d read but she wouldn’t divine, on the very first page she read.
Things are going badly. Nothinggoes badlyfor a stone. Meat is the medium in which things

go badly.
cc

Oh my God.” Dean ceased his constant motion,staring out ofthe room down the
hall. Realization cascaded over his features like an egg cracked on his crown.
cc

What? Annette whispered, drawn into his sudden gnosis.
Somebody's at the door.”
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Annette near let out a scream, but Dean clapped his hand down atop of it. The lock
was turning. Dean hooked his elbow around Annette’s waist and dragged her backwards
into the closet. One or both oftheir hearts were hammering in the darkness where thin
beams oflight squeezed between the door and its jamb. The smell of Randal was cooking
in their fear and invading.
They heard the apartment door open,footsteps growing nearer. Tinny and
crackling drumbeats could be heard faintly, but growing louder. He had earphones in or
headphones on. Maybe he hadn’t—Randal marched into his room. Annette could hear
him. She was pressed nearly against the closet door the room was so small,she couldn’t
remember ever entering it bodily to select clothing. She shifted slightly so she could see
through the crack above a door hinge.
Randal s hair was longer than she had ever known it. Not noble or angelic or
rockstar, but wild, like a razorback’s namesake. He threw his headphones and iPod onto
the bed, among the other things without a place. He stepped up onto his chair and stared
at the wall with the writing. Then he began to read Kipling’s poem,habitually, as if he did
each time he came home.
“If you can keep your head...”
But then he stopped. He saw Dean’s name on the wall. He saw his own name. He
began to move with caution, attune himself to the frequency offear that Annette felt. He
picked up the needle tipped pen Dean had scrawled his message with.
Then he moved toward the closet.
She knew what it looked like when Dean kicked the door open. An intruder
holding shut the mouth of the woman Randal loved.
Dean said,“And he was low—”
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And Randal stabbed him in the throat. Ajnnette screamed when she could,
dropping to the floor out of Dean s arms. Dean stepped forw^ard and Randal back. Dean
held his arms palms out like a benediction.
‘And his face was fallen,” Dean said.
‘Annette? Randal said, meeting her eyes, then seeing the pooling blood at
Randal’s feet.
‘I’m Krishna,” Dean said, raising his hand to the pen.
‘Annette, who is this?”
i(

I’m Krishna.

<c

Dean, no! Leave it in!” Annette screamed.
cc

I am Krishna.” Dean ripped the pen out of his neck and arterial blood ribboned
out. Red arcing ropes slashed diagonal across the room in decreasing peaks. The last
doused the side of Annette’s face, pushed a bang into her gaping mouth. The taste was
pennies or campsite water, but warm.
Dean’s eyes rolled back in enlightenment, he came, and fell to the hardwood.
There beside her a moment later. Dean’s eyes snapped back into position,looking glassy at
Annette.
She screamed again, but Randal just stood above Dean breathing snorts. Annette
grabbed onto Randal’s jeans and he hoisted her up below her elbows.
tc

The audacity,” he said. “The audacity of you.”
C4

Help me,” she said.
You get nothing. You don’t even get him,” he said. Then he pushed her towards
the door, she stumbled and caught herself in the frame.
Each step towards the door pulsed with a darkness that closed in on her vision
then receded. She walked on sleeping limbs. At the door she leaned against the hallway
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wall, fumbling numbly with the lock. She heard, behind her,the crackle of plastic
sheeting being unrolled.
She don t know, but I do. I am left with clues and coincidence and the ache to
construct a story. A dead man with my disassembled name lies on the plastic sheeting.
Somehow, his eyes are open. I have a butcher s hook and a cleaver in the kitchen. I can eat
anything.
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SNAKEHANDLING
W^hen I was a boy I caught snakes with forked sticks and sold them live to the
churches. Made five dollars a beast until I discovered the cooks paid double. The Ozark
addicts claim the snake blood gives the meth an extra bite. I don’t think science supports
them, but neither does science support rubbing Vick’s on your feet to cure a cough, and I
can personally attest to that remedy.
V^hen I was a boy I lied. Lied to contractors about my age, abilities. Learned on
the job the skills I professed to have. Underbid everybody, blacks and immigrants. Now,I
am a man which means I don’t have to lie, except to my youngest, Marianne, and only then
about Santa Claus and mommy and daddy’s wrestling matches. I am a man with dominion
over estate and blood under my nails. I don t lie because I accept all my consecjuences.
That alone suffices for adulthood, the blood ofsome noble thing and its swan song in your
ears only supplements the transition.
Yet, I commissioned this room. It looks like a lie about my life. It looks like I am
twenty-five and single and my parents are very wealthy. I am this year fifty and double and
I am wealthy whereas my mother and all of her lovers died penniless.
The blackout shades are drawn and the light from the hall wedges out as the door
closes behind me. I grope for the light switch and the lamps come on, dimmed. I feel like I
fell asleep in the daylight, woke in the dark around dinner, and knew that my parents
weren't home. An eminent parentlessness warns me ofits presence in the room.
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The dimmer brings the lights up into harshness. I cross the rug to the shades and
open them. Hedges crowd in like rubberneckers. Ihe cloudless blue falls onto the daybed
by the window, filtered through the hedge leaves.
In the middle of the room,they’ve positioned an overstuffed L-couch which serves
as the only divide betw^een the bedroom and the living area. The whole things supposed
to be a bedroom, really. They furnished this room with a game console like the one I
bought my son, Daniel, and a mirror above the fourposter that I could never have in polite
society. Of note, the only other piece is a patriarchic leather fuck-off chair. See,its a
singleminded room, each piece a slope into the feminine v—from couch to its Lextension, to daybed, to bend-her-over ottoman,to fourposter, to its reflection on the
ceiling—all extensions oflower lips and wedges into their parting.
Part of my rent includes the clause that if I die, a black van pulls up to this
laundromat, unleashes four men in rubber animal masks who find the secret door to this
room. smash the mirror above the bed with baseballs and set fire to the whole thing.
When Eric told me that 1 said,Jesus, animal masks? He said. That’s the way it’s gotta be.
I suppose, though, that its purpose is to mask scandal with scandal unknown.I
have committed myself to treachery and shame upon my sons, but I—an adult

am

already in acceptance of these consequences. When I die, it will already be a great scandal,
the pig-masked man rained upon by his baseball and shards of a sex mirror is simply a
scandal that people won’t understand.
I sit in the fuck-off chair and open the globe bar, a poor man’s guess at a rich man’s
luxury. 1 pour myself a scotch and within the hour I realize that the sensation that one day
this will all be destroyed—beast-masked mirror-shattered charred-rinds-of-baseballs
destroyed— is, if not a comforting thought, a motivator. No,I will say it is comforting,
although it makes me feel like crying. It makes me feel like I’ve awoken in the dark and I
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can feci that my parents aren’t home, but that’s okay,the whole town’s been eaten by
panthers. Don’t worry about supper not being on,the panthers got your mommy and all
her lovers. Don’t you worry now about supper,little Ollie, you’re it.
So yes, little Ollie, eat that whole pack ofice-cream sandwiches and read your
Playboy in the daylight.

W’hat started it was the peep of ankle coed interns leave between their cigarette
pants and their flats. Kills me. Suddenly, it’s eighteen aught, my heart hammering to the
tension in their achilles heel. I call them into my office and chitchat them as long as I can
before they begin to tense as the mood passes appropriate. They look at me so bright at
first, eager to do their job, but it’s a different look than I want. I saw my intern Kat look to
her boyfriend once. He had come in and brought her lunch. His back was to me,and she
facing him,so I could see her look. The way her pupils darted in triangular search patterns
in her pure, white sclera, probing for every inch offeeling in her boyfriend’s face kills me.

Kills me.
I told my partner Eric I was down,I was low, I was blue, I was glum. He said, No
reason a man should be any of those things, given he has a Bentley and lives in sunshiny
California. Then he got serious and said, I know.
Last year, he had been down,low, blue and glum, but he was now up, high, red and
gleeful. He told me about the Russians who provide the service ofthe Room. He showed
me his Room,hidden above a cold storage unit. The layout was similar to the one I sit in
now, but in his 1 felt a dungeonesque quality, the baby-powdered difference, I suppose,
between a person wearing and a person simply seeing a gimp suit.
I hadn’t bought right away. Eric asked me, I don’t come from where you do. This
ain’t some sort of“I miss skillets of grits and pappy’s white lightnin and shoeless banjo
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hootenannies” shir, right? I asked him why he had ever begun to talk like me. He said,
Well, I s’pose its charming,.^d impresses straightforv^'ardness even while allowing one to
come by a thought peradvenrure. 1 said, Don’t overdo it. And no, this ain’t that sort of
shit. Alright, he said, meet me at the office at nine. Tell your wife you’re on a business trip.
Among only men we drank mid-shelf tequila in great glugs from the bottle. We’ll
drink scotch later, Eric said, when we must slow and seem rich and mighty. He hired a
driver and we crossed town to a nightclub, we in tailored suits, armor against the assault of
younger men’s loud shimmering button-ups and the deep v’s ofslick chest they displayed.
After all, Eric said when a steward let down the rope to our private table, we are
very important people.
Then we drank scotch. Why here? I asked, or really mouthed in the noise. Eric put
an arm around me and guided my gaze onto the the dance floor. There,in rolling waves of
motion, glimmering at the wrists and neck and earlobes, was my intern, Kat, dancing
alone. Eric waved the steward close and shouted something to him, pointing at Kat. A
moment later the steward was wading through the crowd.
Poor girl was crying at lunch, Eric said. Rumor is boyfriend trouble. I sent her
home early.
How’d you know she’d be here? I asked.
Now that. That is just v^hat we’d call fortuitous, Eric said, but I didn’t believe him.
So he said, I give the interns membership cards as part of their holiday bonus. Incentivizes
them to visit a place I’ll know they’ll be. Ah—
We stood, gentlemanly, as the steward let Kat through the velvet rope. Oh my god,
she said, how are you? In pattern, short short long, short short long. Letters UU in Morse
Code. All through that vocal fry which speaks to youth and beauty and annoyance of my
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wife. We hugged and she didn’t let me escape when my body hit the first marker of
appropriate length.
Why don’t you and your friends join us? Eric said.Just tell this fellow here what
you’re drinking.
I’ll let them know,she said, taking out her phone. I can’t believe you’re here, Mr.
McElmire! she said, looking at her screen.
You can call me Ollie, I said.
What? she asked, widemouthed over the music.
Hey. It’s good seeing you,she said. But I’ve got to get out and dance. Come with
me!
X^’^ith tumblers of scotch? I said. But she was already stepping over the velvet rope,
shifting her weight from one terpsichorean leg to the other, performing even this
unladylike action dancingly. There’s a small space where tights aren’t flush with panties.
And it kills me.
Well? Eric said when she left.
What? I said as I raised my scotch to drink.
Then her gaggle of black-and-gold friends approached. All the types ofgirls who
could be teased and plastered and gilded into great beauty ifgiven an hour,lhat steward
was on point, knowing he didn’t need our permission to lower the partition for their likes.
But they didn’t enter. One among them leaned over the imagined divide and shouted.
Where’s Kat?
She’ll be right back, Eric shouted back. Why don’t y’all set down? Have a drink on
us?
Um,the one girl said, We're looking for Kat.
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And they too entered the crowd. Eric signaled for another drink,then leaned to
me and said, You best get out there and dance.
I saw Kat emerge from the milling bar crowd onto the floor. I said, I can’t.
Kat swiveling down into the space between her knees; I said, I can’t.
The deep, beef^erked tissue in my thighs wants to leech her limberness. The pop of
my knees when I ascend stairs wants the strength of her thighs to silence them. The
tM’itching of my shoulders frantically searching for the rhythm wants to atttme to her
orbit.
Kat rising serpentine, pressed against the lap ofher friend; I said, I can’t.
Kills me.

C’mon! standup, 1 was saying four hours,five scotches later to my son in his room.
Daniel said. I’m playing a game, dad.Just a second.
Now,c’mon, stand up. You have to, I said,jerking him up by the elbow.
Alright, alright! he said, as he fumbled frantic with his controller. What?
I have to teach you to dance, I said.
XJh, no thanks, he said turning back to his game,though standing.
You have to learn, Daniel! I could feel the puffy heat that precedes tears inflating
my face. I turned him towards me so hard his controller ripped from the console.
Dad!
You have to learn, Daniel. You can’t—I choked—You can’t be alone.
Sorry? he said, embarrassed to look at me.
Give me your hand. I’ll be the girl, 1 said.
No, Dad.

^9

Give me your hand! I seized his wrist. There, my hand goes high, your hand goes
low. Then we step —
Dad,stop.
Then we step like this! 1 shouted. You have to learn, I said, so you won’t be alone. I
have to teach you how not to be alone. You can’t be alone,I said, cr^'-ing. I want to teach
you how to not be alone.

I woke on top of my sheets that day, unsurprised that the whole bed was made.
Our house had become the residence of a certain Jude Maxwell—I’m sorry, His Holiness
Maharishi Jude Maxw^ell

at the request of my wife. He was teaching her a form of

meditation that required they often stay up the whole night without lying down to sleep. I
know she’s seeking like I am, but I don’t yet see the difference between meditation and
sleeping sitting up.
The sun was going down then, when I stood up. I walked out into the living area in
the last night’s suit, unabashed, past my lotus-legged wife and her guru. They stared softly
at the floor in front of them, a sort of catatonia on their faces. For the first moment,the
urge to shake my wife or wave my hand in front of her face was maddening. But then,the
thought of touching her repulsed me. Her body had lost its give. Her shoulders were set
against my embraces, her lips subtly clenched against my kisses. Getting halfis worse than
getting none.
When we first met, she was my mirror. I had run from the death of my mother,
and from a Midsouth hail storm that defied prevailing winds to pursue me. I parked my
motorcycle outside of the Big Tuna diner in Denton, Texas, midnight. She brought me a
cup of coffee, and rook out her notepad to record my order, but then she saw something in
my face. Vv^hat’s wrong? she asked. Until then, I never realized that people asked that.
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Until she asked, I didn’t realize that ever)’thing was "WTong.Ihen,I broke down in front of
a cute waitress named-tagged Alison, black coffee frimes intermingling with the salt of
tears.
Hey, she said, sitting down,smiling, waiting until her eyes found mine,Don’t cry,
little ape. Then she raised her palm to face me.Sniffling,I raised my palm to match her
and I was rewarded with a smile. Then she moved her hand in a circle and I did the same.
We followed each other’s motions, making faces and gestures, experiencing what it is to be
a person in two different places. We fell in love, and,tragically, we married.
Now,the woman abnegates the flesh to enlighten the mind,and I have
commissioned this goddamned room. I have to get out, drive. These roads took me ever
westward, the promise of discovery hung at the highway’s horizon like gloaming. I drive
into Rancho Park, where the students live in squat,lampless houses where tissue thin
tapestries adorn the walls. I have to walk around. The sun’s long set and it’s a Tuesday,few
house lights are on. The trees are blown by a high wind,that storm from the Ozarks is
finding me. The air is hea^y like I never remembered here where it is always warm and dry.
The smell of dew and awoken flora chases me down from my mountain home,where the
humid cold never forgives your fingers for their surrender.
A dread rises up within me as I remember a place I had to leave. I don’t miss
anything from home,but the crudest line ofthe human contract is that we must say
goodbyes. I have to leave California, one day, the earth, this very night I have to leave
Rancho Park, my wife will have to leave me or I her, the room I built accelerates this
leaving. I feel nothing for the woman I married anymore,except a hope that some look,
touch, or word will awaken the cute waitress name-tagged Alison and she will kiss me
with her whole mouth. Then we will mirror each other and die together one bright day.
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I walk forward into the cool wind, ben^^een the bubbles ofstreetlights and the
gulfs of darkness between them. The trees pepper me with mists when the gusts rise up. I
want to hear noise-complaint music, thumping out from the houses, but it’s quiet. I want
to see motion through the windows, but they’re all closed. I want to see smokers on porch
steps, forced into the elements for their fix, but there’s nothing. I don’t even have these
young strangers to say goodbye to.
Just a glance into the places treated like crashing spaceships, please, where the fires
are extinguished but the crew knows they need only take the escape pod when the hull is
compromised.Just a glance into the homes inhabited temporarily in the community of
youth, where escape is possible.
WeTl see about Kat, but I think I waste all my love on what’s lost. The only thing
that would make me smile is that a door would open on one ofthese human habitations
and a carousal of new friends would offer me cake in a color I didn’t know was possible.

My middle son, Adam,came home last month for Christmas, his concern for the
world that college fostered narrowing into concern for my family. Richard, my eldest—
who might be called Rick by his colleagues, but I don’t know- ■was summoned. Four years
divide that visit and the previous. Now he shakes my hand and never never smiles at
passing drivers. I’ve lost him to my disease.
Father, Richard said to me as if he had said, “Oliver,” We need to talk about this
Maxwell character.
.Alright, 1 said. It too cold for the porch?
Well, it’s not ideal.
So, no, not too cold, then.
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I belabored selecting a sausage and a cheese,fetching a wooden board and a
sharpened knife. Smok")’ specimen, almost unto asph)Tdation,semi-soft creamy cheese to
balance, that and crackers with sesame seeds roasted within. Pair with bourbon cokes,
paragon beverage of the languid South,thick,syrupy,sweet,soporific. The human thing
adapts, yes, but even more it adopts.Ihe humid and mosquito-bit Southerners drink thick
and sugary, bourbon and tea alike; the people here, they consume bright and effervescent
concoctions colored of sunrises and sunsets.
We took to the porch and lit the gas fire pit, flames moving in the glass cubes so
that they resembled ice that melted but did not melt up. Richard held his bourbon but
hardly drank. The charcuterie he never touched. Indications that, ifhe weren’t my son,I
shouldn’t trust him.
Adam told me, Richard said. That you’re making a sizable donation to the—what
is it?—The Maxwell Foundation for World Enlightenment?
Ah, I said, sipping down my drink just slightly too strong,immediately stacking
sausage on cheese on cracker. The Maxwell Foundation for World Enneagrammatic
Development. Or Enlightenment may be correct. I’m pretty sure enneagrams are involved,
chough. His Holiness claims that one shape is all one needs to understand the cosmos. Do
you think that’s possible ? One shape, holding the answers? I don’t think it has to have nine
sides.
No,of course not, he said.
Why rule it out? I said. Isn’t part of what defines me that I am four point three
lighryears distant from Rigel Kent? That I am the father of you? That at 10:32 Pacific I am
sitting across from my son at a fire pit?
Adam is worried. He says that our inheritance is going to that hobo, Richard said.
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A shape, I mean, it's not bound to this world as such,I said, chewing.Yet it has
relations, too. Like its angles and the ratios beween them. How many smaller shapes are
within, also. And though shapes don’t exists in the physical world,things in the physical
world are related to shapes. This glass I hold is circle-like, right?
Father, we’ve all labored under the assumption that when you’re gone, God forbid,
we were each to get our share.
It is, circle-like, right?
Father.
Okay, well grant me that it is, I said, not bothering to cut from the sausage, and
biting into it savagely. The sensation of the skin breaking and smoky insides juicing into
my mouth is among one of my few pleasures anymore.
But it is no circle, I said, mouth full. Yet, doesn’t it mean something to call it circle
like? But where is this circle? Nowhere. Right?
Have you examined this organization. Father? Can it even be called a charity? Isn’t
it more a religious organization? Or, more likely, a scam?
What makes you cry, Richard?
What?
What one thing, when you think about it, makes you cry? When I was young it
was human achievement. Like real good stories of a community elevating an individual to
his dreams, or a boy fighting the odds to become a man.
Father, please, this is really important. I’m talking about your children’s futures.
And I am talking about the sound an elk makes when it dies. Have you heard that
bugling? Do you know what blood tastes like, warm?
That snake oil salesman’s not getting my money. Father! I’m not afraid to get
litigious.
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Snake oil, I said, swallowing. Did I ever tell you that I caught snakes with forked
sticks and sold them live to the churches?

Undeniably, I raised children, but I didn’t raise them into anything. I’d barely been
raised at all, my mother nursing her lovers’ withdrawal shakes and not me.But on my
nineteenth birthday, I had set out of my house with my mother’s last lover’s recurve bow.
He d thrown a punch, which my mother let you do once before you got curbed,and all
your possessions inherited. Seemed right then in a way that alimony seems vTongto me
now, but this was when 1 was a child.
You gone kill him with that bow? Mama asked,from the dark broke by slits in the
shutters.
No,I said. Squirrel, possum, is all.
Good,she said. Losing me’s bad, I want a man to live long enough to stew in it.
I realize now that she had the tumor that would end her within the year. That she
would cut off what others might call support so close to her demise—Remarkable.
The wa\7 spring light was sifting green through the pines when I stalked out off
the property. The hill soil soft beneath my steps, the moccasins Mama had sewn forme
from a deer and a rabbit that a lover

now three removed—had killed. Every scene has

supplementary parts mystery and majesty, I think. The grand canyons and great lakes have
much majesty, their big sky vistas evoke admiration and fear, but this is because so much
ofthem can be seen. The pine-drowned hills, though,the jungles, and the swamplands,
they have much mystery, what lurks around the turns of vision is unknown and potential.
The ghost lights of Gurdon, the Boggy Creek Gorilla-Cat, these cryptids ofthe Arkansan
wild I am more convinced of than the Sasquatch ofthe spacious Redwood Forests or the
Goat-sucker of the Mexican plains.
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Squirrels proved harder to pin than I anticipated,festooned in the interlacing
branches. I lost all but

ne arr^^

it^ n!^\ l^txnt. I was debating whether to loose my last

arrow
into a possum that was playing dead at my feet, pitying the downy marsupial’s
stupid gambit, when I heard the distant bugling.
High and hollow, it echoed in a world otherwise deadened by pine-straw. It
resounded

as a beautiful screeching. I’d heard nothing like it, the ungraceful noise of

whitccail being its closest cousin. 1 spent so much time frozen in admiration ofthe noise
that the possum got bored and leapt up, startling me before it scampered away.I walked
towards an echo, triangulating the sound instinctively. Suddenly,I intuited the direction
of its source. I hunkered down and nocked my arrow,stalking over the nearest hill,
Then

when 1 crested. I saw the mighty elk, shaggy bearded,sweater horned,

gigantic and beautiful, piping into the evening. Unlike its skittish whitetaU relatives,i
stood unafraid, fearless in a wood recently repopulated with black bear, the most
successful reintroduction of its kind. It was crying. Here I am.See how big. See my anders
burst from their sheathes.
I wanted to touch it. to feel its mystery up close. I sighted it along my bow,feeling
my sphere of influence billow out. Suddenly I could

interact with the creature. I pulled the

arrow. imagining the flight and the way in which boy and beast
would interrelate through
its ballistic arc. I knew how terrible it would be to slay the beast, how terrible it would be
to wound it, how terrible it would be even to provoke

its charge. But I accepted this, and

the arrow loosed.
The beast’s bugling swept up

an

octave as the arrow lodged in its throat. It

collapsed and drug its horn into the tangles of the forest, its hooves scrambling to bring it
back to its feet unsuccessfully. 1 found rnyself running towards it, overwhelmed by a
impulse to alleviate the suffering of beauty. Then 1 stopped when I was in kicking range of
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its legs, realizing I was predator. The beast realized too, and would not gratify his hunter
w ith a desperate display. His one wet, black eye looked up at me in acknowledgment as I
straddled his neck, held him up by the horn,and slit his throat with my knife.
Then, 1 set m\
> stomach, plunged my knife into his breast, and cut a messy chunk
from his heart. I squeezed the steaming bit in
i my hand and lapped up the blood. What I
had done was terrible. I had wanted to do it. I had. I was a man.

First time the family s been all together in years, Adam said on the second day of
the new year, And she’s not reallv here.

He sat on the couch behind his mother who was sitting on the tripod ofher shins
and her tailbonc, hands palms up in okay-gestures. He sipped from a steaming mug of
coffee, the hazelnut creamer pungent across the room.
I understand she s doing very well, I said. On par with some baldheaded,saffronrobed ascetics.

The pilot lessons, were those her idea? he asked, referring to his Christmas present.
Naw, I took amuch more active roll in the gifts this year, I said. More fun than I
thought. I had always wished 1 could take to the sky, always staring up at the rarity of a
passing plane..Although, I hear Benton Count)*’s built itself an airpon nowadays.
I can t donate the pilot lessons, he said, transfixed by the serenity ofhis mothers
breathing.
Ah, well, I said, I guess I’ll leave presents to your mother next year,
'lou know some people can t even afford Christmas presents? Adam said,looking
up to meet my eyes.
I grew up one of em, I said, and I'm sure they’re still around.
How is it fair? .^.dam said.
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It’s nor, 1 said,.^dam snorted in disdain. Well, I said, now equally hypnotized by
my wife’s tranquil distance, the Mercedes you can sell.
Adam sipped his coffee, shrugged, Devalues the second you drive it offthe lot.
Running late, Daniel said, bursting into the living room,fishing his arms through
the sleeves ot his hoodie, Adam,Can vou drive Marianne to school?
Marianne also appeared, her backpack overlarge on her 11-year-old frame, all one
tube plus limbs which would soon begin its violent process ofsculpting towards an
hourglass.
Morning, tigress, I said, kissing her head.
Morning, daddy,she said. Can you drive me to school?
My office is on the other side of town, I said, squatting to look her in the eyes.
Howabout I pick you up afterwards, though?
Okav, she nodded.
C’mon, kid, Adam said walking over to his sister,let’s load up in big brother’s
overpriced car.
Though 1 savored every opportunity to interact with a child that hadn’t been
hardened against me by rebellion, academia,or age, that morning I had to receive the keys
to the room. The pale and lumpy giant that met me at the laundromat,handed me my key,
and showed me the safe in the employee lounge in which I was to leave my monthly fee,
hardly spoke outside of the odd grunt. I drove to work, unsure. Ihe black market nature of
the transaction no longer excited me as it did when 1 was a kid,interrogating the twitchier
members of my community to find the cooks. Right then, I didn’t think I couldgo
through with the room’s purpose. Perhaps, the small light of my daughter’s love was
enough to elevate me into morality.
As promised, I picked Marianne up from her middle school.
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She \\ as standing alone when I pulled up to the awning where the students waited
for their rides. A

group ot other middle schoolers pointed and whispered about my car.

and I felt good that I might raise my daughter’s social profile.
daddy, she said, sliding in. Ever equanimous,she smiled at me,but then
stared forward with a tiny concern stitched between her eyebrows,
'^ou alright, tigress? I asked pulling out onto the road.
'Icah, she said. Just, some people think I’m weird.
Good, that means

you have a personality,I said, beaming at her in the rearview.

Did people think you were weird? she asked.
People still do, I said. Just that now I have money, people keep it to themselves.
W^hy do people say you’re weird?
Well, she said, the distinct way that children begin stories. We were learning about
the body and all its systems in Science. Like there’s one for air, and one for muscles, and
one for food and pee. Then, I asked about the other systems,like the one that your
energies flow through and the teacher said that was called a nervous system, but Jude told
me it was called the kundalini system.
That sounds like a pasta, doesn’t it? I said. Do you talk to Jude a lot? I don’t think
your brothers like him.
Yeah, he comes and talks to me sometimes w^hen mom has to run errands.
She leaves you alone with him?
Jude says that my orange chakra is going to be changing soon, and that will mean
that I’m a woman.
What?
Yeah, the orange chakra, the one where my womb will be.Jude said that men and
woman have different energies, but once they reach certain ages, they can combine these
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energies to reach a higher state, which is like heaven, but you go there while living. He said
that if I take after mommy then I’ll have a very strong orange chakra,and that combining
energies will come natural to me. He said that when my lower lotus opens,and there’s
blood, then he’ll be there to teach me,just like he teaches mom.Dad? Daddy?
Daddy, you're speeding.

Rat bastard Jude saw my look when I stormed the living room,freezing with a
bowl of M&:M s in one hand and one piece halfway to his mouth. The bowl shattered on
the floor, a candy-coated, ficstaware firework exploding at his feet. He turned to run and I
caught him by the thatchy gray pon^Tail rooted to his bald-crowned head. He screamed
help as I held him fast and his feet fumbled for traction, running in place over the
scattered chocolate candies. My wife burst in and hung on my arm,crying andtr)dngto
stop me. I \'anked hard and there was a sound like sandpaper ripped out of a cantaloupe.
Jude smashed to the floor, and I saw the ketchupy splotches of blood on his skull where
he’d been halfway scalped. Everything yelled.
Alison scrabbled for my chest and shook me,trying to plead into my eyes.Jude
slipped, trying for his feet, cutting his palms on the broken bowl. Bloodied handprints
trailed his crawl away from me on the rug, I saw Richard put an arm in front ofAdam,
stopping him from entering from the hall. I saw Daniel, mouth agape,standing in the
kitchen. Above the furious wall of soundlessness, rose the cry of my daughter behind me.I
yelled to get her out of there. Daniel swept in and scooped her out ofthe room.
Jude huddled in the corner backed to the window, a wing ofskin lilted offto one
side of his head, blood running down over the shoulder of his white robe. His mouth was
gaping in a throaty screech and his tears ran into his mouth. He held the curtain in both
hands like bedshcers drawn again.st monsters by children.
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^ou, I said, ^ou moihcrfucking cunt. You come into my house and tell my
daughter you're gonna tuck her when she gets her period? You come into my house and
you fuck my wife?
It’s not. Alison cried. It's not what you think. She buried her head against my chest
and shook no, no, no, no against my ribcage. It’s not like normal sex—
Get out! I roared at lude, who shrank and hid his face behind the curtain.
.A.mbulance, he said.
No, I said. No! I yelled, turning towards Adam whom I heard dialing his phone.I
seized Alison under her armpits and plopped her down on the couch. I looked towards my
eldest who nodded. Richard and I crossed to Jude, who was shivering like a cornered
rabbit. I took the bloodied leftside of the man,arm and leg, and Richard took the right.
Jude flailed his sinewy slippery body in an attempt to escape so I hawked and spit onto his

scalp.
You stay still, I said, and he obeyed. We hauled him out to our houses gate and
tossed him onto the grass beside the sidewalk, him whimpering like a dog,then moaning
for help when he got breath. The sounds of him faded as Richard and I walked back to the
house, through the hedges that my Bentley had cut a swath straight through on my
approach.

Alison, I said, squatting in front of my wife who had collapsed on her side, crying.
Look at me, I demanded. She met me, bleary-eyed. You will never see that man again. Do
you understand?
He needs us! she said. He needs our support.
He was planning on fucking our daughter! You can’t possibly be this stupid!
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^ou rc

small, she said, shaking her head. You’ve got such a small mind,Ollie.

You think that just because somebody hasn't reached a totally arbitrary age—
Our daughterl Our daughter! I said. Not “somebody.” I hope you can hear
yourself. I hope you can fucking hear yourselfsaying this, Alison.
W e don t know what he was planning on,she said, tears minimized into trembles.
We don’t know he was planning on showing Marianne the tantra. He needs our donation
for his foundation so he can help the world, Ollie. That’s so much bigger chan this family!
It’s the fucking world! How can you be so small minded?
I laughed, bewildered, and said. That man will never get a cent from us! If
anything I should sue him into ruin, register him as a pedophile!
Looking at me square, sniffing once, and swallowing,she said, Then I want a
divorce.
From the hall, echoing up as from a well, I heard my daughter crying and the
hushing sounds of her brother's comfort, and the sounds ofthat comfort flagging. The
deck door slammed and through the window I saw Adam wade out into the water and
faceplant

deadman’s float in an infinity pool. Richard stooped to speak to the side ofhis

mother’s face and I waved him back like a flv.
You’re gonna regret this. Mother, he said.
She knows, Richard, I said. She’s accepted that.
My son kicked the broken bowl and its candied debris into the window,wanting
whole and getting half.

My secretary, Hope,called and said the catering had fell through. I told her to take
the company card and find some self-proclaiming soul food restaurant and get me a
goddamn mess of hoppin john, or this would be one very sorry new quarter. You didn’t
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build this company being superstitious, she said. No,I said, I got this company being
lucla', and I aim to stav that wav.
That night at the company New Year s pany,1 holed up in my office,styrofoam
bowl of beans cooling on my desk. Ot course there was no prenup. Runaway biker and
cute waitress name-tagged Alison didn't need one,just enough gas to get to Vegas,enough
kitchen experience to sojourn along the highways. Would her own adultery provide
grounds for divorcer Could 1 stymie her with my fidelity?
Now, the prospect ot Kat had barbs in it. My commissioned room ensnared me.
The office was milling pleasantly. Lonesomeness feels warmer around others. I
walked to my door and stood beside it, cracking it open to invite the sounds. Outside I
heard Hope's voice and then Kat's. I closed my eyes and eavesdroped.
So you’re saying you don't know,dear? Hope said.
I’m saying nobody docs, really. 1 can’t be sure that tomorrow ever)T:hing won t
change entirely and all this hard work I put in will mean nothing,said Kat.
'Well, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t work hard, Hope said.
I do work hard! said Kat.
Tve been on this earth for nearly smy years and thingsVe been the same, Hope
said, I’ve been at this company for ten. Things don trend to change.
Yeah, but once there was nothing and then, bang!,in an instant there was
something, Kat said. It could happen again.
Bang! Hope said, Suddenly, I’m rw^enty-three again.
Bang! Kat said, Suddenly, there’s no gravity^.
Bang! Hope said, I have a voice for radio.
Bang! Kat said, I can melt into goo on command.
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Their voices rumbieci down into laughter, their laughter rose together in
communion. I never ached tor Kat so much as when I heard her hav'C a goddamned
conversation, lust a goddamned conversation, Richard. I’m just tr)ing to have a
goddamned conversation. Kills me.

There, lliere s her house, hollowed out of the darkness by my headlights. A wave of
rain rides a gust biased, wiping across her front door. Palm fronds bend and flap in front
of her windows. 1 double check the address copied from the employee files, and then I dial
the cell number.
It’s ringing. 1 can almost convince myself to hang up, when she answers,and I seize
the w-heel and the phone like they'll weasel away.
Mr. McElmire?
Kat, are you busy?

Sleeping.
I need you to come with me.
Is something wrong?
No, 1 say. Well, we can make it better. Salve it.
she starts, then, a light winks on and a curtain peeps open. Are you outside? she
says. Is this an emergency?
It’s urgent, Kat, it's urgent.
Mr. McElmire,she says, is there anyone else that can—
No, it has to be you, I say, or find myself saying.
I, she says, pausing, I have work early tomorrow.
Kat, if you don't help me, you won’t.
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The way she's brearhing, laboring against confusion and the restrictions ofa
waking body — Kills me.
Do vou understand. Kat? Do vou understand?
Okay, she says, and the light blinks off in her room.
There. There she is. abuzz with the streaks ofrain in the blue gaze of my xenons.
Her hood is drawsrringed tight against her forehead and the wind pulls peevishly at her
hair. She’s double armored in a lerterman jacket, purple and heather grey,long to her
knees, which are bare like her feet and her ankles. 1 lean across the seat and admit her
through the door.
■V\'here are we going? she asks, tucking her knees up into her jacket.
A room, I say, as the street lamps pass us beween light and darkness, more and
more frequent.
Mr. McElmire. she says, and 1 yell, Ollie! and the Bendey leaves the ground over a

hill.

Kat sits on the L-extension, her legs curled under her, her eyes probe my face in
triangular search patters, but its not the look I want. I stare back at her from the fuck-off
chair.
Ollie? she says.
Take off your jacket, 1 say, and 1 see her recoil. It’s wet, I say. She obeys and I hear
each snap pop undone like drops of water into a cave. She works one shoulder out before
the other and lays the jacket aside. She’s now in her hoodie and boy shorts. She turns from
me and steeples her knees. There’s a scoop where her hoodie clings to her ass
kills me.
Arc you going to fuck me? she asks.
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I dial a number.
Who arc ycui calling? she asks.
I to.ss my phone lo her and it slides up against her on the couch.
Kat, I say, I need you to say these words into the phone.
I can hear the taint, Hahlo? Hahlo? on the line. Kat nods and picks up the phone.
I need vou to sav, “Oliver McElmire is dead.’
She mouc.s and mouths a W'hv?
Password, I say. Say it. then hang up.
A furrow of incomprehension scrunches up berween her eyebrows,and she speaks
the words into the phone..\nd thirty minutes later, a black van pulls up to the
laundromat.

The men in masks batter down the door, and Kat drops her drink. The hollow eyes
of a pig mask and its frozen gaping squeal consider and then dismiss me. Cobra-mask
hauls in a gvm-bag lumpy with baseballs, and Panther-mask digs into them and shatters
my lamp with his throw. Suddenly, Pig-mask explodes in blood and plastic. He lies in
puddling blood and the shattered remains ofthe game console that Kat flung at him.She
scoops my keys from the coffee-table, and leaps over Pig-mask’s unconscious frame.Then
she is gone.
The fourth man enters and drags Pig-mask back out into the hall. Then he returns
wielding a driptorch. The smell of gasoline jumps down my throat, bad-good like kissing a
smoker. The fourth man brightens the room in fire.
Baseball shatters the tv. Baseball shatters the mirror. Panther-mask stomps
through the glass of my coffee table. A serpent of flame crawls up the curtains. Widening
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burns in rhc bla*. kou: sr.adcs let m the feeble glow of morning. Kat’s outside honking.
Then, in a minute, she isn't.
I will not see in\ daughter again, but I’ve accepted my consequences. Adam,Rick,
and Daniel will get full inheritances along with insurance pay offs. The ape that I am is
howling for li\ing. and I’ll oblige it. But now, I am bound to the crudest line in the human
contract. Goodbye, intern Kat. cute waitress name-tagged Alison, wondrous daughter,
bitter sons. Goodbye, Hope, Eric, money, and California.
Oh, of ccnirse it's you. The fourth man turns to me and I see his mask. Ofcourse it’s
you. Framed by burning curtains, crowned with velvet horns,its rubber globes ofeyeball
walleyed to mine, the elk stares back at me. Rise, the bugling, rise.
I feel the forked stick at my nape, and I am caught, all for the peep ofyouthful
ankle and a goddamned decent conversation.
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